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Rosenthal at convocation
warns of restrictin g press
by Greg Nemrow.

(Photo by Mark Avery)
Yvonne Knight dra pes acade m ic sash around A.M. Rosenthal at Lovejoy
convocation as President Cotter and Dean Paul Dora in look on.

mob while defending his
abolitionist presses , thus
, A.M.
Rosenthal ,
becoming Americ a's first
Executive editor of the New martyr of the press.
York Times, became the
Rosenthal
opened his
third person from that acceptance speech jokingly,
newspaper to -be awarded noting that he doesn't speak
the Elijah Parish Lovejoy publicly often because he
Award at the 29th ann ual considered
himself and
convocation Tuesday night other newspaper editors to
in Roberts.
be like talking dogs.
President ' Cotter bestowed They 're amazing to listen
the award upon him saying to, but you wouldn 't want
he carried on the traditions one around the house.
of f ree dom an d coura ge and
His main speech though ,
exemplified
. Lovejoy 's raised serious questions
conviction in journalism .
about
the
continued
Lovejoy , an 1826 Colby f reedom of the Amer ican
gra duate , was killed in 1837 press. *After describing the
by a pro-slavery Illinois secr eti ve cond iti ons under
which he ha d to once
operate
as a fore ign
corres pondent in Poland ,
for wh ich he won a P ulitzer
in 1960, Rosent hal then said
that the American press is
under attack from the very
people who had once f ought
its f reedom : honora ble
should feel f ree to brin g fjor
law yers
and
udges
,
their own concerns to the politicians.
comm i ttee to help improve
Over the past few years ,
career programs.
he
noted ,
at least a
"All of us in ad' had been
dozen
re
p
orters
ministration recognize that jailed ; newsrooms
have
not enough attention has
been paid to career planning, in the past ," she said.
"We 're
committed
to
changing this situation. "

Career p lannin g to be exp an ded on
subcommittee 's recommendations
by Carta Thompson
Colby 's career
services should
pandin g this year
format ion of an

subcommittee

planning
be ex-

with the
advising

for career

counselin g. Members will
include Professor Peter
Harris , Dean Sonya Rose ,
Seniors Jeffra Becknell and
Helen Dooley, and Director
of Career Counseling Pat

Hickson.

The function of this
committee will be to make

suggestions to the Career
Planning

Office on new

programs , and to explore

what other colleges ' : are
doing in the career counseling area.
The career counseling
subcommittee grew out of
Colby 's Advising Task
Force , which also undertakes
academic and
psychological* counseling.
Rose, who chaired the Pr elaw Committee , found that
career planning influenced
freshman academic¦ *¦ ¦ advising.
' -¦ '
Students interested > in
medical or law careers , for
example ; must plan weir
course schedules carefully ;
ideally they should start
planning them durin g their
freshman year ,

Another impetus for the i committee , the expansion of
of a special • the career planning library,
committee was* put forth in alumni pro grams, increased
employe/ contact s, and
a review of Career Planning
career-orienta ted
more
'
by
Colby 's O verseers
unfor
Committee , which reviews programs
derclassmen.
every campus department
on a rotating basis .
Rose expressed her hope
This fall , its recom- that
the new career counmendations for the Career
seling
subcommittee will
Planning Department in help
implement
these
eluded a general advising
committee , increased staff , recommendations. She also
a pre-business advising ! stressed
that
students

formation

'

by Lee St. Laurent
^ President Cotter recently appointed a
special task force to study equal housin g
opportunities at Colby. The potential findings of this committee may have a substantial impact on how the campus dorms
are presently composed.
Last year the college was . divided over
such issues as social housin g and fraternities , and by the end of the semester it was
apparent that the college was substantially
lacking in any definition concerning
residential life at Colby.
> This situation arose when members of the
Sigma Kappa sorority petitioned the
Student Affairs Committee to occupy a flopr
in the'Women 's Quad in order "to unify and
provide another dimension to sorority JUfe. "

¦

¦

to light.

Continued on Page 4

See related story on Page 5

Equal housin g task force may
change the way stude nts live
i

been searched ; media files
had
been subpoenaed ,
papers been fined ruinously
and reporters » have been
denied access to many pretrial hearings where 89
percent of all indictments
are settled before being
brought to trial. Rosenthal
claimed that "a wall of
judicial protection " had
th e
been built around
police's . methods of oh
taining evidence while , al
the same time , press was
being denied "access to tho
heart of the whole judicial
process. "
He noted from experience
that these processes were
the
first
way
an
society
authoritarian
limited the freedom of the
press .
He then said the First
Amendment concernin g free
initiall y
was
speech ,
enacted by Congress out ot
a fear and loathin g ot
government , but that the
government now resented
the press ' function of
bringing unpleasant stori es

*
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At the same time, Colby 's only coed
fraternity, Alpha Delta Phi , also expressed
an interest in grou p housin g although it
never formally petitioned for dorm space.
Sigma was seen more as a socialorientated organization than an academic
one, therefore their petition came up before
Student Affairs rather than the Room Draw
Committee , which accepts petitions from
grou ps such as Language clubs .
Before this , Dean Earl Smith had already
formed three task forces , one of which was
a Residential Life Task Force headed by
Don Small . One of the recommendations of
that task force emphasized the need for
someone to define Colby's residential life in
general , nonacademic terms.
A Subcommittee of this task force with
k__
Continued on Pa ge 6
•
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iami-MadteonJrisca -via Maine
A group of seven Cuban refugees fronuMiami recently
drove north to see a friend in Madison, Wisconsin, but
headed for Madison, Maine instead.
The group, who doesn't speak any English was apprehended last Friday night after their Cadillac
sideswiped the Augusta turnpike tollbooth in fog. Tlie
driver was alleged to driving "under the influence of
alcohol.
Colby Spanish professor Francisco Cauz was summoned to act as a liason for the state police and the
Cubans. After Jorge Ingiesias, the driver, was arrested,
bailed and fined for driving with a suspended Florida
drivers license, the car 's occupants asked to call their
Madison friend.
It was then that they discovered they had intended to
go to Wisconsin. Cauz quoted one Cuban as saying to
the driver, "I told you we had to go through Chicago."
State Police mapped a route for them to Madison,
Wisconsin, but whether they make it yet is a matter of
speculation. There are 22 more Madisons in America.

Phi Delt conference
President Cotter was present last Saturday morning to
greet delegations from eight northeastern Phi Delta
Theta chapters that travelled to Colby Phi Delt for their
annual Chapter Officers and Advisors Conference. Dean
James Gillispie was also on hand as a guest speaker at
the conference, which was attended by representatives
from National Phi Delta Theta as well.
In his greeting, Cotter observed that he felt fraternities have been and are an integral part of the college,
and that he hoped recent changes in college fraternity
policy would promote the mutual beneficiality.between
fraternities and the college community.
Student delegations from M.I.T., Syracuse University,
Union College, University of Vermont, University of
Toronto, Dalhousie University and McGill University
attended the convention.
Phi Delt at Colby was
designated headquarters for the conference after winning the National Phi Delta Theta Silver Star
Improvement Award for the 1980-81academicyear.

Savings banks merger
Students will soon no longer be able do their banking
at the familiar
Waterville Savings Bank on Main St.
This is because its Board of Corporators voted on Nov. 5
to merge with the Penobscot Savings Bank of Bangor
and the Heritage Savings Bank of Rockland. This is in
order to develop alternative delivery systems to satisfy
the need of customers, said WSB President Moore. The
new bank , to be called Heritage Savings Bank/will have
assets of over $400 million and offices in Waterville,
Fairfield , Pittsfleld, Oakland, Bangor, Ellsworth,
Newport, Thomaston, Rockland, Camden, Searsport and
Bar
Harbor.

Kingsley Birg e lecture series
A new lecture series in honor of Professor Kingsley
Birge is being established - a humanist and professor of
sociology, Birge passed away last year.
The lecture committee requests that the Colby
community submit nominations for the honor of first
speaker in the Kingsley Birge Lectureship Chair.
Nominations should include a few words in explanation of the selection and should be presented to
Professor Doel of the Sociology Department in Lovejoy
309 before November 25.
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New $290,000 computer sy^em /will
double Colby's present capacities
600K, and the 1.5Mbyte
capacity of the VAX, with
room for expansion to
SMbytes. This is in contrast
to the PDPll's which have
been pushed to the limits of
their capacity.
Six new vklOO and vtlOO
terminals with graphics

by John Campbell
Colby computer users will
soon benefit from faster
service, shorter compilation
time, more terminals and
extended
graphics
capabilities thanks to a new
Digital VAX11-780 computer
system purchased to supplement Colby's present
system.
According to director of
computer services Jon
Allen, the purchase is also
important because "it
demonstrates a
commitment by Colby and the
trustees to increased use of
the computer by students
and faculty." He continued
that the new computer
"provides Colby with a
system whose capacity can
be expanded to meet the
needs of an increasingly
sophisticated
user
population."
The new system will
consist of a VAXll-780
central processor, plus a 125
i.p.s. high speed tape drive,
two new disc drives, and 21
new terminals. The new
equipment will have a
dramatic effect on the
operation of the UNIX
system to which it will be
connected.
For example, the VAX is
roughly ten times faster
than the PDPll presently
used, and has a 32 bit addressing mode, instead of
the 16 bit mode of the
PDPll. This facilitates the
quicker compilation and
response times. In addition,
there will be essentially no
limit to- the size of the
programs that can be
written, whereas the PDPll
is limited to 32 kilobytes.
The new disk drives will
increase the computer's
storage capacity from 400 to

capabilities
and color
graphics capabilities will be
installed to supplement the
present single terminal.
These will also be attached
directly to lineprirtters with
graphics
capabilities.
Finally, there will be a
switching system installed

so that any of the terminals
can be switched to any
machine.
The decision to spend
$290,000 for the new hardware was made, said Allen,
"in a series of easy steps,"
including several committees and proposals.

Af ter two months , still no
Student Activities director
by Jennifer Beever

The position was vacated
two months ago, but the
search for a Director of
Student Activities still
continues. Last August's
creation of a Dean of the
College position resulted in
an administrative shake-up,
and to date the Director of
Student Activities position
has not been filled.
Janice Seitzinger, formally . associate Dean of
Students in charge of
housing, moved to a position
as acting Dean of Students.
Pat Chasse was promoted to
replace Dean Seitzinger,
leaving his former position
as—Director of Student
Activities vacant.
Originally, Chasse was to
overview
the
student
responsibilities
activities
and orient a new director
while acting as Associate
Dean of Students. Chasse's
recent resignation from his
new position on November 1
left the Student Activities
office without any direct
supervision though, and the
orientation of a new
director will have no input

from Chasse. Seitzinger
mentioned that "it is
desirable to have a three
week carry-over in certain
positions so a new person
can be trained."

difficult to find candidates
during
the
regular
semester," said Seitzinger.

have new
"We all
responsibilities."
Seitzinger, for example, is
Members of the search faced with the responcommittee for a new sibilities
of
orienting
director are Greg Keenan,
Stu-A Executive Chair- Associate Dean McPhetres
person; Helen Dooley, to the problems of Colby,
Student Representative to housing as well as fulfilling
the
Colby
Trustees; her role as Acting Dean of
Students.
Professor Sandy Maisel;
Skip N eville, Director of To fill the void created by
Robert's Union, and Joyce Chasse's resignation, Skip
McPhetres, recently ap- Neville has been available
pointed Associate Dean of in the Student Activities
Students. Seitzinger heads Office to deal with outthe search committee.
standing responsibilities.
Regardless of such adSeitzinger attributed the versity, the committee is
problems of the search to "still interviewing," said
"a number of unexpected Seitzinger. As head of the
events.
The thing that's search committee, she is
holding us up is that the eager to fill the vacant
changes took place at the position. Thus, the search
end of the summer, and it's goes on.
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Freshmen p a r ents

Library construction : The worst
is yet to come tliis. winter

weekend schedule ¦. ¦
¦' -

Frid ay, November 13

8:00: pm- : -"Terr Little Indians '* by\Agatha -:
y V ; ; - Christie, Powder and Wig
y 'V;^ ; ' Production , Strider Theater
;'
Saturday./November 14
8:30 am
Coffee
Museum of Art and Lovejoy
9 :00 am
Classroom Visitations ¦ ?.' ¦
10:00 am > ' President^Reception •
' •
Museum of Art
10:30 am President 's Conversation
.. .
Given Aud itorium
10:00 am AnnUal
Crafts Fair¦¦ - Field
house •
¦
¦¦;
•
•
• •to .- : . - :. - ¦

5 :00 pm

'

.•

,

-¦ - .-

11:30 am . Luncheo n
.. . . . ..
to .
1:15 pm
1 :00
Varsity Football-Colb y versus
Bowdoin
3:00 to "" Open House - New Dormitory
5:00 pm "The Heights "
5:00 to
Parents Weekend Special Buffet
6:30 pm 7
7:00 pm
Concert by student groups
Given Auditorium
8:00 pm
"Ten Little Indians " by Agatha.
Christie , Powder and Wig
Production - Strider Theater
Sund .ay__.N_L_ -__0_2_-_J._10:00 am Catholic Mass - Lorimer Chapel
10:30 am Bagel Breakfast - Smith , Robbins
& Hurd Rooms , Second Floor
Roberts Union
*,
11:00 am Mornin g Worship • Lorimer
Chapel '
* addition to previously published schedule .,

Stan Palmer, agreed that
hy Bob Hoffman :
" What will be perhaps the;
the work "will be executed
to disturb people as little as
,
conunpleasant
most possible." In addition , he
struction phase in the. exstated that as much work as
pa nsion of Miller Library is
possible will be planned for
scheduled tip:be . done this
"'
off hours
so as not te.
January . ."At that time,
interfere
with
student*
breakthroughs in the first
academic work .
floor " rear library wall will
For example , while school
link the present structure
is
closed ior winter
with the new addition , and
vacation
, a heating system
electrical and _ plumbing
will
be
installed
in the nort h
the
work accompanying.
and south wings ol th e
partial opening ;of , the #?all
' Clea r
library
attic.
is expected' to'Create some
passages
through
the
1st
inconveniences for library
floor
wall
are
not
expected
users.
until June , even though tlio
Muehlner,
Sue
Ann
;
"
Horary construction is right
SerOf
Library
Director
on schedule.
vices, expected the conconCoinciding .with
struction work to prove
struction work , a newly
"noisy and dirty " but
student-faculty
created
maintained that "as little
subcommittee
on Librar y
disruption >as possible to
Furnishings
will
have the'
Library
will
occur."
books.
task of selecting the furpersonnel are currently
niture and interior designs
relocating book collections
for the new addition . This
in the path of the conLibrarian Sue Ann Muehlner. Will she look so
committee will act in
to
According
struction.
; consulta tion with an interior
happy when the walls come tumbling down in
Muehlnerj parts of the
decorator and a specialist in
stacks will be affected by
January?
interior
. furnishings
the construction, but only
ar
representing
the
and
the
temporarily,
the
transition
designing
be
will
be
phase
"will
however,
chitec
tural
firm
desk,
"library staff will be more
the new library wing. To
helpful to students during closed for the dura tion of as peaceful as possible."
Colby 's
Director
of
date , no furnishing.0 have
this period." Student study the construction .
Muehlner is confident tha t Buildings and Grounds,
been selected.
rooms behind the reference
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Founded in 1877, the Echo is published weekly, —
except during vacation and examination oeriods. bv
the students of Colby College. All correspondence
snould be addressed to the Editor , Colby E ch o,
Colby College, Waterville, Me. 04901. The Echo is
represented by the College Advertising Service,Inc.
for national advertising. Entered as second class
mail at Waterville ,- Me. 04901. Subscriptions are
per year.
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AM. Rosent hal, Lovejoy Award winner

•press restriction coiitd.
Continued f r omPa ge1
Noting that politicians
have said they are only out
to challenge "certain nasty
fringe publications" by
modifying
the
First
Amend ment, Rosenthal said
(hat
small,
vulnerable
publica tions are j ust what it
was designed to protect. He
touched upon the government's overreaction to the
implications of printing
many articles "damaging
nationa l
security"
by
talking about the furor and
subsequent lauding of the
Times * decision to publish
{he Pentagon Papers in
1970.
Now Congress" plans to
make it a crime to publish
the names of past and
present U.S. intelligence
agents if the action would
be damaging . to national
security.
Rosenthal said
such a law would violate the
Firs t Amendment and, had
it been enforced in the past,
might have prevented the
publishing of stories like
Watergate and the recent
Libyan scandal.
He said his paper would
seek a "clarifying order " in
court challenging the law if

it is enacted.
"We're not asking for
privilege" he said concerning the press' role in
society. But he emphasized
that most news now is
"official" anyways, and tlie
small part of the press
devoted to confidential
information is a necessary
"contract of freedom" that
was ingaged in the active
dialogue of the public.
There was no conspiracy
in the courts or capital to
muffle the press, Rosenthal
thought, but he said it would
be necessary for. the public
"to fight like hell" in the
future to ensure total
freedom of the press.
After his speech, he was
awarded
an
honorary
Doctrate of Laws Honorus
Causa by the Dean of
Faculty Paul Dorain.
Cotter noted that, since the
Times is the closest thing to
America 's
national
newspaper other than the
Wall St. J ournal, Rosenthal
decided on a daily basis
more than any other citizen
what was fit to print.
Rosenthal
also
fielded
questions
from
the
audience.
Among those attending
the
convocation
were
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Thomas Winship, editor of
the Boston Globe and
Dwight Sargeant '39, chief
editorial 'writer for the
Hearst newspapers, who
had attended every convocation thus far.
Finally, Rosenthal called
Colby "a lovely college"
that he had thought existed
only in his imagination. On
Wednesday, he travelled to
nearby Madison to visit the
Times* biggest commitment
in Maine,. the International
Paper Co. - Mill that
produces
the
paper's
(Photo by Mark Avery)
Sunday magazine pages.
The mill is co-owned by the The Times ' A.M.
New York Times Co. and a Rosenth al
Finnish paper concern.

Colby man injure d
in hunting accident
by Jennifer Julian

tomorrow.
Ansel Grindel, head of B
& G department, estimated
that
be
Powell . will
recuperating for six to nine
months before returning to
his newly appointed position
as machine operator at
Colby.
Both Powell and his wife
Linda have been Colby
employees for the past four
years, and are known by
friends in the Colby community for their generosity
and thoughtfulness.
Linda works as a
housemother and maid at
Tau Delta Phi and Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternities.
An accident fund has been
established to help defray hospital and f amilyexpenses for the
Powells. Contributions may be
addressed to Box 740 at Colby.

Fred Powell, a member of
Colby's
Buildings
and
Grounds Department, was
injured last Sunday in a
hunting accident. He is
reported in stable condition
at the Thayer Unit of the
Maine Medical Center, in
Waterville/
Powell was hunting in the
Winslow area when his gun
accidently fired as he was
removing it from its holster.
He was rushed to the
hospital by a friend, where
he underwent four hours of
intensive surgery.
The • bullet
entered
Powell's left leg at the knee
and traveled down to his
ankle,shattering the bone. !
The extent of the damage is
not y et known , and Powell
will again undergo surgery
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A man who sp eaks
f rom exp erie nce
. by Joanne Werther '
When A. M. Rosenthal, executive editor of The New
York Times, discussed many issues concerning freedom
of the press at Monday evening's Lovejoy convocation
he spoke from years of experience.
During his years as a reporter he worked as a foreign
correspondent for the Times in Poland, India, Japan,
and Western Europe. It was in Poland that he felt the
greatest government restriction and intimidation imposed on the press.
He emphasized the need for caution, "Working in a
communist society is a problem in itself , you have to be
careful, especially of. what you choose to print. The
government will trace the information to individuals
who gave it to you, so you've got to do your best to
protect those individuals."
Rosenthal also emphasized the importance of printing
the truth, "As far as the writing goes, you write the
truth , because that's what you're there for; if you get
kicked out, you get kicked out. " Rosenthal was asked to
leave Poland after the government questioned him
about his sources, bugged his home, searched his office,
and traced his phone calls. He said, "They simply told,
me to leave, arid they gave us one week to pack'up."
Twenty years later , as editor of the Times , he sees
reporters facing these same problems of government
interference, limited access to sources , and the threat of
imprisonment in the United States. Rosenthal emphasized "the problem is not that we
have gone totalitarian, but rather that the process
essential to free press is under attack from some of the
very people whose professions have helped create and
strengthen a free press."
Said Rosehthal ,"SimpIy see what has happened in the
past few years. A dozen or so reporters ana editors have
been sent to jail for no other crime than trying to
protect their sources. That's exactly what I .did in
Poland and what Americans praised me for."
Rosenthal admits that "we annoy the hell out of
people, and we certainly do have our faults ," but he
maintains that there is a difference between resenting
the press and trying to control it.
Since becoming executive editor in 1977, Rosenthal
has gained responsibility for ail the news that goes into
the Times in all its sections, daily and Sunday, with the
exception of business. He is pleased to be an editor but
feels his best years were those when he worked as a
foreign correspondent.
To aspiring journalists, Rosenthal does not recommerit a defined course in journalism, but rat her a strong
genera l undergra d uate ed ucat ion , in liberal arts or
sc ience , econom ics , humanit ies , or language. The most
important character ist ic of a good report er , according
to Rosenthal , is a "journalistic appetite."
Both on an individual and an international level,
Rosenthal has experienced the need to "fight like hell
every inch of the way," to gain a complete and
authentic freedom of the press.
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Colby's new telephone system will go into effect
Saturday . Any offices working that day may. notice
a slight disruption in the telephone service* Please
direct questions on the new system to Gloria
Goodine at ext. 389 or ( next week) ext. 2183. An
inf ormat ion sess ion f or Roberts desk wor k ers w ill
be held at 8:30 Sunday night in Roberts Union and
students with questions are invited to a ttend. •
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Gancerisoftencuiabk
The fear of cancer
isoftenfatal

Compa red to other schools , Colby 's
caree r p lann ing seems outc lassed
sibilities."
Pat Hickson, current Director of Career
Counseling, is the first such full-time
How does Colby compare to other colleges director Colby has ever had. After three
of its size in the career counseling area?
years here, she is hoping to get another f ullNot very well, if you look only at , the time staff memberjnext year.
number of staff.
Hickson, however, pointed out that
Colby has a Director of Career Counseling, number of staff is not the only way to rate
and one secretary in that office. Mid- the effectiveness of career planning
dlebury has six full-time staff members in programs.
that area; Williams and Trinity have five
In response to a recommendation for
each; Wesleyan has three; Wheatoh has more utilization of faculty interests,
four; Bates has four, plus an intern; and
Hickson suggested that Career Planning
Bowdoin has five, plus an intern.
could help departments develop special
It's no small wonder then, that the career programs for their majors students.
Overseers Reviewing Committee recomDespite a small staff , Hickson emmended that Colby's Career Planning staff
phasized a special- strength in Colby's
be increased.
Career Counseling department. "Here,
Part of the report read: "We we.e struck faculty have a real interest in what happens
by the lack of resources - both written and to students," said Hickson. "This special
staff - for an office with major respon- concern is unique to Colby."
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Somepeople are so
discovering cancer it
Wlk _pH_M ^
inorn
tlie
early stages when is
afraid of cancer they won't vf" fyS^
go to the doctor -when thqy
T HI most often curable ,
If
|
if H
suspect something's \vrong.
a
There are over
Or even for a routine checloip. m a Rf 3,000,000 people alive today
They're afraid the doctor I Jr SI -who have had cancer.
"find
Witt
something'.''
h flf If that surpris esyou, it shouldn't
|
This fear can prevent them jLJUE f Cancer is highly curabl e.
_

Cotter , Colby AAUP meet to discuss
f acu lty complaints and needs
by Susan Rosenthal

The Colby chapter of the

American .Association of
University
Professors
recently met with President
Cotter last week,. The
purpose of the meeting was
to discuss issues which are
of concern to both the
faculty and the administration, and dealt
mostly with determination
of faculty merit and
teaching objectives.
Some faculty members
are concerned that there
has been too much emphasis placed on research
and scholarships recently .
They fear that this will
lead to neglect of the
college's primary , role,
which is to function as a
teaching institution. Cotter
rejected this notion and
emphasized that all faculty
members
are
hired,
tenured, and promoted on
the basis of teaching ability,
availibility to students,
service to the college and
least importantly, research
and scholarship.
Many committees at
Colby are served by at least
one faculty member.
Faculty positions on these
committees are filled in one

of two ways: Cotter lias the
power to make some appointments, or committee
members chosen through
faculty nomination and
elections.
Disputes with the committee system are mostly
concerned -with the number
and type of committees on
which people serve. Some
people felt they were
overloaded while others felt
they would like more different assignments. Cotter
attempted to ameliorate
this situation by pointing
out that each spring he
entertained requests from
faculty members who wish
to be placed on the commissions to which he makes
appointments.
. Another matter of concern to faculty members
was the serge of their
workload. Faculty members are expected to teach,
be available, to students,
serve the college, and do
research. Then, after six
years on the staff , as a
professor comes up for
tenure, each of these
qualifications are considered. Some people felt
that this was an overly
heavy demand on the junior

faculty. Cotter sympathized
with them and suggested
that a pre-tenure sabbatical
plan be adopted in which
these people could be grven
time off in which to write or
conduct research.
Open
communication
between the faculty and the
Board of Trustees was of
great concern to the
professors, too. The AAUP
members wished to make
sure that Cotter was
relaying faculty sentim ents
to them on this, especially
their recent resolution to
disapprove
the
merit
system.
Cotter agreed that this
was a part of his job, and in
keeping with this sentiment,
had informed the trustees of
the faculty position and
distributed a copy of the
memorandum to them.
Finally, a suggestion put
forth at the meeting
suggested a change of
faculty
location
for
Presently,
meetings.
meetings are held in
Lovejoy 100. Some people
felt it would be better to
move them to a more
communal location, such as
the Heights or the second
floor of Robert's Union.
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i SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY'S
! ACADEMIC YEAR IN MADRID

i

» for the concerned stude nt who may not be finaic 'rally affluent

!

i
Enjoy the THEATER S, MUSEUMS &
CULTURAL LIFE of the SPANISH CAPIT AL

1

Quality Inst ruction at Econo mic Prices in: ' J
Accountin g
Foreign Service
Business Administration
Econom ics
Psychology

French
Philosop hy
Art
Histo ry
Sociology

»
!
>

<
j
Political Science 1
Theology

|
j

(PBPPERONI, HAMBURG, OR HAM)
COLBY ID
yj
(EXPIRES SA TURDAY, NO V, i4th )

> or dormitory runs from $225 to $2 75 per month
I according to degree of comfo rt .
!
1

frons-At/ant/c Flights . $200.
•

1
1

.

Our Confer is located In the Cludad Universitaria.
Staff Is recruite d fro m 3jocal universities .
Accredib le cou rses taugh t in Sp anis h , personal
direction , educational travel.

!

<

Language
Literature

} !250 students currently enrolled. Maintenance in famil y

WATERVILLE HOUSE of PIZZA
BUY 2 10 "PIZZAS , GET ? FREE
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Teaching English as a Second Language

starting at $299.
Waterv ille. Maine 04901 (207) 873-2192
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carry
computer mag azines,books and
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Year 's Tuition: $2200.
Contact your campus recruiter: Kelly Nelson 872-9671
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e make de^iop^ on C<^y^hp118*11^
• housing task f o r c to
Continuedf r omPa ge1
members Richard Moss and David Silkes,
was formed to create a "Philosophy of
Kesiden tiai Lif e," which for the first time
explicitly stated the policy ideals of the
college. The policy stipulated that :
Student housing on campus should be
equally accessible to everyone regardless
ol race. Colby College will provide equal
housing for both males and females by
providing a number of options such as allmale , all-female and coed housing units.
Handica pped students will have equal
access to housing.
Residential life should promote understanding between the sexes and races
and help to bring together people from
different backgrounds and sections of the
country.
Each residential unit should be capable
of supporting its own active social and

Another probeim that confronted the
Student Affairs committee was the
historical precedent of Pi Lambda Phi
fraternity, which has occupied the first
floor of Chaplin for over twenty years. If
Sigma Kappa^were given a floor in a dorm
then any other social group could-not be
denied this option, y
But if Sigma's petitions were denied, then
what would happen with the situation of Pi
Lam? The committee was saved from any
decision because, by this time, those who
were interested in group living in Sigma
had withdrawn their bid, and no definitive
ruling was ever made by the'task:force.
Now, a new task force to study equal
access housing has been formed.
Represented on this committee are alumni,
faculty, students, and Deans Smith and
Seitzinger. -All but two members were
appointed by Cotter. The task force is
simply an ad hoc committee, which are
usually characterized by having appointed
members.

intellectual life and to share that life with
the college community.
Where possible, housing units should be
integrated into the academic progam.
Classes, forums and lectures should be a
regular feature of residential life at
Colby.
Privacy is a basic right. Housing at
Colby should insure that right.
The Task Force realized the complications the first point raised in relation to
fraternities.' Therefore it recommended,
"Colby policy with regard to equal treatment in housing should be examined by a
special committee that would work through
next fall.
President Cotter will be asked to form
this special committee to be comprised of
Sue French of the Student Affairs Committee and Ken Emery as well as
representation from other appropriate
constituencies including the fraternities. "

INTERES TED IN
A MASTERS DEGRE E IN

i

^

A problem that confronted the
Student Affairs committee was
the historical precedent set by
pi Lambda Phi.

ACCOU NTING ?
PUBLIC A DMINISTRATION ?
WSINESSADMINISTRATION?

Professor Robert McArthur, chairman of
this committee commented, "I don't think
there would be any difference if the committee members were elected or appointed.
If they were elected, they would be
representing a constituency. Being appointed, they can express their own views."
The four student representatives are
Helen Dooley, Ken Emery, Sue French,
and Bob Patience, president of D.U.
According to Patience, his probable role on
the committee would be to give the
fraternities' viewpoint on issues.
According to McArthur, "this issue (of
social housing ) has been at Colby for many
hears. There have been many studies and
petitions submitted. Housing is not the
central issue. The problem deals with why
women do not seem to have equal access as
men to certain residential advantages."
Colby is the only member of the NESCAC
schools which hasn't solved' themselves the
problem of equal access housing. At
Middlebury, a "Document of Understanding
said fraternities would give women equal
access to the houses, as well as equal voting
rights with the men.

Discover Rice University's
Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of
Administration - A representative
wi!I be on campus on

MONDAY, N OVEMBER 16
9:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.

For Further Informa ti on Contact :
Please send an application and a brochure abo ut
Rice University 's JONES GRADUATE SCHOOL to:

r—

XDDRESS
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• :¦
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McArthur added that no social group has
thus far questioned the committee for
housing, allowing the committee to function
free of interest group pressure. With last
semester's disintegration of the language
floor, which was an academic group who
would study one field with the supervision of a faculty advisor, the only existing
social group in dormitory space now is Pi
Lam.
"Most fraternities own their own houses
although Colby owns the land ," commented
Cotter. "Allfraternities started as being
grandfathered. They were housed in the
dorm? while their houses were being built.
Pi Lam apparently didn't raise enough
'
money for their own house.
"In any case, Pi Lam would probably
continue to exist because of tradition.
Elsewhere on campus, there will not be any
more construction for
-housing,
especially since fraternities are having
problems filling bids."
Seitzinger stressed the need for the task
force to promote "fairness in housing.
There exists no separate housing for women
on campus. Is this fair? People once said
that there was a law prohibiting sorority
/housing in Maine, but that is only a
myth." One of the conclusions which could
be reached by the task force would be to
recommend the conversion of the entire
campus. Cotter said,, "There is the option
to break down the entire dorinitory system
and convert it to all campus interest group
housing. This would be difficult but not
impossible."
Whatever the case may be, the present
task force on equal access housing has a
difficult job ahead, with no answer in sight
as to the possible reshaping of Colby
housing.
^

Watt Stytatf

MAME (please pri nt)

r—

. _ .
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At Trinity, there is no discrimination in
campus activities. Women are equal with
men in housing until three sorority houses
have been built and single sex houses could
be. an equal option. The committee at Colby
hopes to describe the present situation here,
relate it^ to situations at similar colleges,
and write its recommendation.
. Three questions will be studied. If an
organization wants housing, should there be'
an obligation for the college to provide it
with space? In existing organizations, i.e.
fraternities, will all-male exclusiveness
violate the Residential Philosophy? Also,
what status should the college give to a
group?
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RICE UNIVERSITY
JONES GRADUAT E SCHOOL OF ADMINISTRATION
P.O. BOX 1892 HOUSTON/ TEXAS 77001
(713) 527-4893
Rice Univ ersity is an equa l opportunity/
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ACROSS PROM STERN'S ENTRANCE ON THE CONCOURSE
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BLACK & WHITE

PHOTO CONTEST
SPONSORED BY

THE COLB YECHO
The subjec t matter is open to choice,
thou gh it must pertain to Colby College

First p rize: Din ner f or two at J ohann Sebastia n B *s.
Second p rize: Dinner f or two at You Kn ow Whos e Pub.
1^" Dead line f or entries : Frida y, December 5.
Submit all entries to the Student Activities Of fice
—first floor Roberts Union .

•

Pictures should be submitted in an envelope, along with :
photo gra pher 's name , local address and phone number and
j a short explanation of the photo gra ph's subject .
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Feature interview with Prof Bassett

What was the funniest

incident in your Colb y career?
That gorilla just stood there, right before
the stage, at my feet, grunting and tugging
my pants leg, and I was too amazed to
The most unusual incident in my Colby on
do
Then some kid came leaping
career? It happened about four years ago, up* anything.
onto
the
stage
with a superman outfit;
back in the days of hiring frat men to
he
had
on
the
tights
and the red boots, and
throws pies at professors. I know it was all
the
little
shorts.
He
yelled
"DON'T WOREY
in the name of charity but it wasn't very
PROF.
BASSETT
,
I'LL
SAVE
YOU," and
popular with the faculty as you can
started
to
wrestle
with
the
gorilla.
imagine.
Well, while I'm up on the stage, dumbIt created a lot of tension among the founded,
professors ; you never knew if you were gorilla watching Superman fight with the
, a guy enters on the right with a pie
going to make it through a lecture without
and
gets
me. I didn 't even have a chance to
getting a pie in your face.
duck.
I was teaching zoo lit, the American novel
Superman, the gorilla , and the hit man
course , in Lovejoy 100 at the time. On this disappeared
immediately, and there I was,
particular day I noticed that just about all
standing
in
front
of about 180 people, with
150 students were there, and began to feel a
whipped
cream
all
over my face.
little suspicious.
One
guy
in
the
front
row took a towel out
About two thirds of the way through the
of
his
knapsack
and
handed
it to me; he
class, the back door towards the street
opened and about 30 more kids entered; must have been in on the deal.
Now, I had five minutes left to the class, An artists rendition: the day in which King Kong and Superman attended
some I recognized , and some I didn't. They and
I didn't know what to do. Get upset?
were all very quiet and orderly, filing in
English 356.
Stalk
out of the room? Anything I might
and filling up the empty seats.
done would have been anticlimactic.
Now I knew something was going to have
So,
after
hooting subsided I started up
happen , but what could I do? Stop? Leave? the lecturetheagain
"As I was saying before
"No7 I thought, "I've got to do my job. I'll the gorilla came ,in...,
" and everyone took
see the pie as it's coming and duck. "
notes
until
the
bell
rang.
Well , a few minutes passed and everyone
If there is one thing I liked about it , it
was busy taking down notes, except for the
was
the cleverness of it all; it was the most
extra 30 who just sat and listened to my
inventive,
the most clever...I had to hand it
lecture . Then this gorilla , this hairy gorilla ,
to
them
for
their creativity. You don't see
came through the back door and bounded
many
gorillas
and supermen under normal
down the aisle. It was just like out of the
circumstances.
movies, with a full fuzzy suit, grunting and
says she applied
Moral? Not really... well, yes, yes there is
by Franciene Forte
Bushnell
will
swinging. There was a grea t hooting,
be forBushnell
the
job
at
Colby because
resea
one
:
be
suspicious
nex
rching
t
time
a
gorilla
her
clapping, and carrying on by the students.
Lynn Bushnell has been photographic subjects for her family was returning to
walks into your classroom .
*named Assistant to the articles for the "Alumnus " the Waterville area and she
and for brochures and any wanted a job where she
—
•'¦
:
:
^v Dean of College. Bushnell's
.
;
primary duty in the new other special j obs that come would not be limited to
photography alone. She also
position is to streamline the around. .
sees
it as an expansion of
facilities already available
Accordi ng to . Bushnell,
her
career.
her position will provide
at Colby.
Bushnell worked at the
Bushnell will be per' i, of ' consol'datioh , Country . Coast Star in
!
?
•
f orm ing a ran ge of task s in «
• photography
especially m
as
a
Kenne bun k
addition to assistant to the which was done
mostly
by
photographer
and
feature
Dean which will include
wr iter f or two years bef ore
photography and writing for oerore. She says
in
the
coming
to Colby. Prior to
various departments in- Past , no one k new wh
th at , she worked f or three
cluding Publications, N ews fhLPh0t0^fphs b ere to
now years at the Morning
and there
Bureau , Athletics
' "t more
will
be
mow
Sentinel as a photographer.
organiza tion.
Alumni.
In August, the Bushnells
returne
d to t he Waterv ille
4 Maim Street, Oakland, Maine 465-7451
area after living in Ken[ nebunk for some time. Mr,
i Bushnell 4 is the band
director at Waterville High
*Secluded on 22 acres
School, a job. hp had before
Thursday Night: Chicken & mushro om crepes
°
with rice pii af
leaving and which . he
electric
heat
.
Wood
&
*
resumed
upon his return.
Frida y
g ht: Veal Marsalh with baked p otato
Waterville
1
0
miles
to
Bushnell
says she feels
*
that
; she and her
"hicky"
sauce
with
rice
p
ilaf
Ma
rgu
eray
sole
in
Crepes
*Contemporary-rustic
husband were both abje to
get jobs in their specialized
Roas t prime rib of beef with baited p otato
fields as soon , as they
week
days
11-5
CALL 872-7281
returned to the area.
ht: Mushroom Newburg with rice p ila
Saturda y
by Ginny McCourt

New assistant should
provide organization
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CABIN FOR RENT

SPECIAL S
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Scallops Nova Scotia with baked p otato
Roast prime rib of beef with baked p otato

POR SOPHOMORES OR JUNIORS

An American Studies
Semester InBoston

Wednesday Nig ht: Beef & broccoli crepe s with p ilaf
~"
WEDS. COLBY COLLE GE NIGHT :
10% DISCOUNT WITH COLBY LD,
if FREE GLASS OF WINE

Thurs.
Jennifer

WITH DINNER *

ENTERTAINMENT
Fri. & Sat. Peter Griffith
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Week,
Pa* Howey

Tucs.-Sat. Unm to Oj SQpm
Sunday brunch 9:30am tp 2pnn Dinner 5pm to 9pm
to 7pm
Happy Hour Tufi_.-Safc 3jpm
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Interdisciplinar y courses iri American Cultur e (ar,chitec« y ,
ture , the decorat ive arts , history, literature , material
culture,*, and painting ), and Urban Affairs (social histor y,
^li ticaUdence j andsotlolb igy) . ,] . Nciical experien ce
i ^
tHrou gh ahn
-

App ly nowf or The New England Program
next semester: 226Bay StateRd,
Boston University,Boston, MA 02215
Phone: 617453-2M8
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by Putt Noyes

GIVING BLOOD is easy , so why not try it this time?
Colby's second blood drive this year, sponsored by

ATO , will be held on Tuesday, November 17, from 11:00

a.m. until 7 p.m. in Roberts Loft.
An appointment sign-up table will be located outside
the dining halls several nights prior to the blood drive,
and even those without appointments are encouraged to
go to the drive.
.,
Donors must weigh 110 pounds, be in good health and
over 17 years of age.
Paul Veilleux, who has organized blood drives at
Colby for the past three years, hopes that next week's
turnout will be better than that of the previous drive,
"We have 1650 students:here, and only six percent gave.
Despite personal invitations to give, only three faculty
members donated bloods"
Give blood next Tuesday ; it takes all types!

what is

vooe exc is e ?

Give Otf Nov Cro.QEfc nth I
PHYS 1 CA1- EDUCATION PROFICIENCY TESTS

Students who are proficient in the activities wh i ch are tested 'may be gran t ed one
semester 1 s waiver of the phys i cal education graduation requ i rement for each sport
test passed . The physica l education requirement is 2 semesters of physica l education. The standard for -pa-s si ng the test is comparable to the l evel that would be
expected f rom the complet i on of an advanced phys i ca l educa tion class.

SPORT

PLACE

FACULTY

EXT .

DATE

TIME

Badmin t on

Baske t ball Cou r t

Ms . Pluck

227

Thurs. 11/19

2:15 p.m.

Gol f

F ield House Lobby

Mr. VJh itmore

253

Mon . 11/16 .

\ 2 : k $ p.m.

Handball

Squash Courts

Mr. Covell

253

Mon . 11/16

11:45 a.m.

Racquetball

Racquet ball Counts

Mr. Kopp

253

Mon . 11/16

1:00 p.m.

Riding

Pou lins ' Stables

The Poulins. 453-9731

r
Call for appo intment — fee

Squash

Squash Cou rts

Ms. Carson

227

Tues. 11/17

Sw i mmin g

Pool

Mr. Johnston

227

Tues . 11/1 7

7:00 p.m.

Tennis

I ndoor Courts

Ms. Carson

227

Thurs . 11/19

10:00 a.m.

Volleyball

Basketball

Ms. Pluck

Cou r.t

.

Assistant government professor Sandy Maise!
looks ready to go places. He should ,since last
Oct. 7 he won a year's pass on Bar Harbor
Airlines by being one of their 14 "millionth
•
passengers."

10:00 a.m.
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wa itll hav* our own FRESH DOUGH PIZZA-Mada dally
rim Tiara on th* pramlaaa. Dua to laroa damand wa now
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8:00-5:30
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DABNEY COLEMAN • ELIZABETH WILSON
and STERLING HAVD EN a.s The Chairman ol ' lhc IJ imrd
Prodhced by BRDCE GILBERT Dirccicd hy COLIN HI GGINS
Screenplay by COLIN HIGGINS and PATRICIA RI-KMCK
Story by PATRICIA RESMCK M usic hy CHARLES ION
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Mon .-Fri.
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1 Clark Street
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Wat erville
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872-5504
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
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A compl»t« new line off FRIED FOOD
Including
\*
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The Pbwer Behind The Throne

"

1:00 p.m.

NORM °^ fc 1 ^ Bfa
J5 ^ PIZZA
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STU-A FILMS

J ANE

Reg i stration for Tests:
Call 227 and register wi th the Physica l Education secretary , Glenna Michaud .
If you are unable to be present at the time of a test due to an academic conflic t ,
' other arrangeme nts must be made directly wi th the exam i ner PRIOR to the date of
the test.
,
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Thurs. 11 /19

227

(Photo by Amy Fisher)
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Career Watch
Thurs., Nov. 12th

Rutgers University -.
Professional Accounting
and MBA Programs - see
Gen.in Career Planning
for an appointment.
The Job Search Workshop
6 pm,Robins Room,
Roberts

y
Mon., Nov., 16th

Columbia University MBA Program - see Gen
in Career Planning for an
appointment.
Vanderbilt Univ. - Owen
Graduate School of
Management - see Gen in
Career Planning for an
appointment.

-

¦

¦

Looking for Housemates, male
and female , n interested , please
contact Dave Silk, Katie Dunn
or Mishit /Wehta at 873-7319.

_r -f -f4> _r._r _r._ r«_r_ r4r _r _ r-_r _ ri

¦

¦

.

Interviews with the
National Security Agency
see Gen in Career Planning
for an interview appointment and information.
University of New Hampshire - MBA Program
see Gen in Career
Planning for an appoint=
ment.
Biology Seminar:"Genetics and its Application
to Pediatrics" with Dr.
Morris Lambd in - Arey
110 - 4:30 - everyone
welcome.
Education Workshop /
Business and the Liberal
Arts :Careers through
the study of Education 6:30 pm - Mary Low
Lounge

•

-

. .. .

J *WHEN was th e last time you got a ride or rid er by
I using the Ride Board in Roberts?

¦ •

<

REWARD!!I My new LL . Bean
(duck) boots are gone and I am
bummed out! It you find a pair
of size 6, browiTtop, kids style
boots (chain -tread so les, frayed ;
PLEASE
laces)
around.
RETURN THEM to Security 's
lost & found. Leave your name
and I'll give you a reward.

j

» '
X
*
i
i
i
I
I
.
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Confidential to the 3rd floor KDR
Workaholic:
We know you have a problem ,
and we feel the situation Is •
serlous>enou _ h to ask you to get
tielp immediately.
Don't be
asham ed.
Join Workaholics
Anonymous!
Meetings are
/Aon. thru Sun. and are as close
as 3rd floor Foss. Check the
scheduling for details.
We
care !
.
Sincerely,
Workaholics Anonymous

i

i

1

t
t
[
.

?

*
* WHAT was the last photo exhibition in Roberts?
;
WHER E is the photo galler y?
j1
r
4t
can you get a room for a pa rt y, a dance , or a ii
WHERE
Ji
^*
meetin g? WHAT can the room s be used for?
iI
; *HOW can you find out what the CEC (or any other
J
club) is doin g?
i
*WHO can exhibi t their prints , crafts , or other talents
in Roberts?
'
* HOW many clubs have space in Rober ts? HOW did
th ey get it?
union be?

If you don't know the answer to these questions , or are not quite
satisfied with your understanding of them , and you would like to
get involved in changing things , then the ROBERTS UNION
COMMITT EE miehfbc for you.
This will be a policy and action committee composed of students ,
faculty, and staff that would like to make Roberts a more functional
and hospitable place. We need enthusiastic , talented , dynamic, and
concerned people. People who will think and work hard. We want
to make the Union work for students .
.. . .

.

There will be an orga nizational /informational

,
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Fri.,Nov., 20th

Babson College - MBA
Program - see Gen in
Career Planning for an
appointment.

Mon., Nov., 23rd

The Job Search Workshop
6 pm,Robins Room,
Roberts

A. a

__. _ * .»

_

¦
¦
_

.

_

•

_.

_

iu c_. -aai v iin^ov:ou piii
to QnM
9pm
Sunday brunch 9:30a mjo 2pm Dinner Spin tn
to
7pm
3pm
Hour
Twes.-Sat
Happy

LOST •• an Omega wr istwatch
with initials L.A.W. on back , if
found
please contact Lucy
Warner at 872-74_0 or return it
¦ to Security, and we 'll see about
a reward...

Any Nletzsctie Buffs, interested
in doing a semina r ort him next
- semester, please contact Dave
Silk or Mishit Mehta at 873-7319,
or John Scally or E.J. Meade.

LOST '-• Gray wool scarf, has
great sentimental value. Please
call ECHO at ext . 240 and leave
. a message.

-

Our dear Mr, Nimrod,
We regret that we have . not . until now' - been able to return
your
llrtle
note* In the
classifieds. Instead, we were In
hot pursuit of the good life:
sleeping, sowing, crisping out ,
and ridin g the good ol' Night
Train.
Behave, and always
remember who lov«s ya baby.
,
We do!
.. .

To the recluse Greg, it was simply amazing to
see your face oh 3rd floor Foss
the other day. come crisp out
more often ! Our lifes yle obviously hinders our getti ng out a lot i.e. trucking over to the
Echo office. As you can see, we
made the supreme effort this
week . We really do love you !

The Third Floor Foss Deviant s
V.

Your wild friends in Foss

Old Chinese Proverb Say:
Careful uhnuinplag« when wet ,
the less wrinkles.one must face
when dry.

V^^nmcWk ^l

*
t

\+k CHAIN SAW DOESIVT FORGIVES Dear Foss -ellev
Your classifieds havo made rny '
. week I Psyched '-for pizza or
CLOTHING
&
PROTECTIVE
J Chinese "?
y*
$
SAFETY EQUIPMENT ARE A MUSTS Mr, lndOstrlous •
¦ ,
^
|
S
A CAMNG GIFT
\
*
CHRISTMAS
5 Oear Botry, Trine, arid Llndy ,
PERFEC T FOR
\
See, I told you i'd put oho jrt l ' • i
J
Should I put In an nd fo r PHP
>FO R DETAILS WRITE: BULLCO
BOX 258 RFD 3 f6 next?
? S
WTVL. ME. 04901 6 Guoss Wh.
« 8
'

s
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Visit the 1^ Store
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at

;: j tM*f CASCADE WOOLW J WA y

meeting: * ;! I
^ \J

Woole n Fabrics Oyer 300 Styles <& Colors :; :

Remnants , Seconds & Pound Good*
I y \ W ^ - Woolen Blankets-Samp les |>_75 on request ;

FliEL FREE TO CONTACT THE ACTIVITIES OFFICE
__

national relations school see Gen in Career Planning
for an appointment.
Interviewing Workshop
for Science Majors - 6 pm
Robins Room .Roberts

' The N.Y. Connection

WEDS. NOV. 18 Smith Room ; Roberts 7pm I ! rnt \1T.
L. _Jk_ _A-___._*_ _¦

UnJver^UyofJVIaine Law
School - see Gen in
Career Plarinin g for an
appointment.
Tufts University - The
Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy - not a
law school,but an inter-

Jt

*DO we have a student union? What CAN a student

'

Thurs., Nov. 19th
7
'

Classifieds -

?QUES TIONS ?

-r -r _ r«_ r _r _r _> _r _r _t _ r««_ F_r _r^

'

Wed,,Nov. 18th

Rice University (Houston
Texas) - Jones School of
Business Administration see Gen in Carber
Planning for an appointment.
Northeastern Univ. Law
school - see Gen in
Career Planning for an
appointment.
Andover Newton
Theological Seminary see Gen in Career Planning
for an appointment.
Resume Workshop for
Science Majors - 6 pm in
the Smith Room ,Roberts

..Tues., Nov. 17th

r

National Security Agency
Information Session
7 pm - Robins Room ,
Roberts
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93rd Showdown of Classi c Ri vals

Preview of 1981

Saturda y at 1:00 on Seaverns Field

Games of the p ast
X.

,

by Don M cMillan an d Ar thur J ackson
The CBB (Colby - Bates • Bowdoin) title has already
been decided , but the Colby-Bowdoin football game this
Saturday will still be the biggest game of the year for
both teams. The season finale pits two teams who have
struggled throu gh disappointing years and who will be
trying to end with a positive performance.
The Muless have lost four games In a row with their
last win being an upset over Union 10-3. In those four
losses Colby has been outscored 117-28. Remarkably)
however , Colby has only tra iled in one of those games at
halftlme, They were tied with Trinity and Bat e* and
leading Middlebury at the hril -ves.
The Polar Bears have been equally unsuccess ful
during the past four weeks. Bowdoin has lost to
Williams , Coast Guard , Wesleyan and Bates in succession. Bowdoin's victor y though was also a big upset.
The Polar Bears beat Tufts 8^7 on the same weekend
Colby beat Union,
», m m m w . m m m * i, ... a « w ti * ,* , ,
'* « 4 "» « l '• * '*, 9 ¦* » • « *!¦ Ii <- « * m * ,* .. m ¦
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by Tom Nelson

As former football and present Athletic Direc tor

Richard McGee stated , "The Colby-Bowdoin rivalry is

unique and exciting because it not only brings out hard
*1 physical contact from the players and strong emotions
for both schools , but it can also salvage a season for the
winner. "
The Colby-Bowdoin rivalry dates as far back as 1892
and it has steadily intensified since. Tlie official record
as of 1900 stands at 54 wins for Bowdoin. 30 for Colbv
and 8 ties. Both teams have established impressi ve
winnin g streaks throughout this 02 year riva lry .
Bowdoin has carried a vast majority of the victories
from 1060 to the present , but Colby consistently routed
Bowdoin squads from 1009 to 1918 and also during the
early 1930's and 1950's. This long time rivalry has been
Colby head coach Tom Kopp has not had too
characterized
by many one-sided victories , such as
this
many pleasing mom ents on the gri diron
C
olby
's
48-0
triumph
in 1918 as well as five thrilling cne
season. For a clos er look at Kopp sec page 4
point margin games.
'
(Photo by Catherine Stehrnn) ' In the last decade , three particular games hav e
,
Of th e.Special.
10
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Go g et em White Mules
This football game with
Bowdoin should not just be
regarded as another football
game. This game is a very,
very critical contest for the
Colby football program. A
Colby victory on Saturday
would relieve a lot of people
and it would not only
• make" the Colby season,
but it would be an excellent
game to look back on for
next year's team in their
preparation , for the 1982
season opener.
Whether or not Colby is 16 or 0-7, it does not matter
now. The Mules can knock
off Bowdoin. What they will
need is another excellent
effort (and the effort has
been there all year) and
strong support from the
school. The Colby-Bowdoin
football game should not be
seen as simply a football
game; instead it should be
seen as an event between
(wo fiercely competitive
schools and their traditions.
The game is not solely a
clash between players but a
con frontation between the

Expect it to be low scoring.
The Colby defense must,
and can, dominate the Polar
Bear offense and hope that
the Colby offense can come
through in the clutch.
Here's how the Colby offensive unit is going to
break their 1981 record and
score over 14 points:
1) Matt Maley and Tom
Walsh will hook up on a
pass play for one TD
2) The offense will get a
touchdown on a rare long,
sustained drive.
3) Colby will get a
"strange touchdown" - i.e. a
recovered punt in the endzone, or an interception or
kick return.
schools as a whole. Neither
team has won since October
10 and both have been
eliminated from the CBB
crown, so both teams really
want the game Saturday.
USC - UCLA it is not, but
still the Colby-Bowdoin
rivalry is a classic. It is a
pure New England small
school rivalry that pits two

highly
academic
and
competitive
athletically
schools against each .other.
No matter what anyone
says, the players will be
most fired up for this game
and it will be hard fought.
Colby will win because
they are at home and
because their defense will
play a great football game.

Expect this game to Be
one of the most exciting
Colby-Bowdoin games in
recent years. Don't worry
about the records or the
losing streaks or anything.
This will be a thrilling game
between two very fired up
football teams.
And the Colby Mules will
¦ *
end up on top.
-

at thegame
\A lookfrom
pg . 1
continu ed

Both teams will be hungry for a victory, not only to
help boost their morale but because Colby and Bowdoin
have an intense rivalry. Here's a close-up look at each
squad:
Neither team has a strong offensive unit. Colby has'
scored an average of 7 points per game while Bowdoin
has only scored 12 per contest.
The Colby offensive unit is very young and the
inexperience has showed this season. Coach Kopp has
been very patient this year with his freshmen fullbacks
and linemen, but the rewards look like they will come in
1982 or later and not in 1981. The Mules running game
has banged out just under 100 yards per game this year.
Running from an I - formation, the Mules have been
able to get consistent short chunks of yardage but they
fiave not been able to break open any plays.

—

' •
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Colby qua rterback Tom Walsh has thr own
three touchdown passes to Matt Ma ley and
(f hoto bV &*ulPer mian)
one to Bil 1 Cusick.
In the ai r the Mules have had a bit more success.
Sophomore QB Tom Walsh has completed 65 of 150
f(43 per cent ) and has thrown mostly
passes
to Ca pta in Matt Male y. Male y has speed, as evidenced
in the Bates game on October 31 when Maley took a
sideline pass for 66 yards. Last week the Mules tried a
shotgun f ormation with little success , and Coach Kopp
plans to scrap the formation against Bowdoin.
The Bowdoin offense centers around " junior Quarterback J ohn Theberge. A smart pla yer who is an
excellent scramble , Theberge has hooked up on 61 of 141
passes to eq ual Tom Walsh' s 43 per cent throwing rate.
The Polar Bears have done most of their offensive
damage this year on the ground. Their rushin g attact is
extremel y balanced , as 6 pla yers have sur passed the 100
yards rushin g mark this season. Coach Jim Lentz has
alwa ys been a ball control coach , so expect the Polar

Bears to come out runni ng.

Defensively the Colby .Mules are str ong. How can
they be when they give up 25 per game? Because they

are a strong unit as long as the offense holds onto the

Bowdoin quar terback J ohn Theberge.

Theberg e 's favorite targe t Bert Sclolla.

A statistical comp arison

Bowdoin . (2-5)
101
First Downs
347
Rushes
905
Rushing Yardage
818
Passing Yardage
1723
Total Offense .
142
Passes Atte mpted
61
Passes Completed
43.0
Completion Pctg .
5
Had Intercepted
S3A
Punting Average
14
Fu mbles
B
Fumbles Lost
29
Penal ties
277
Yards Penalized

Oppo nents
114
373
1403
946
2349
¦ 136 '
¦Si ,
¦ 53.7 '
• • 11
29.8
28
,
16
34
337

Colby (1-6)
Oppo nents
65
First Downs
121 ;
289
Rushes .
344
619
Rushing Yardage
1764
574
Passing Yard age
600
1202
Total Offense >, _ >
23*4
150
Passes Atte mpted
134
Passes Completed 7 7u, .y,54 ¦¦;. ¦ ' .'•¦ •¦¦
§5
,,¦ . ' -. '40.¦ ' . ' ¦
43
Completion Pctg.
14
Had Intercep ted ; 7 . . ,y. i 13-: yy
31.0
Puntin g Average
28.0
se
22
Fumbles
23
.- ¦;
10
Rumbles Lost
.. .. . ;; 12
- -,
41
Penalties
3g ,
362
Yard s Penalized
310

ball long enough to give the defense a rest. Their
secondar y led by Larry Roop, John Crowley , and Tom
McGillicuddy is strong , and their front line and
linebackers are strong when fresh. In the first half this
year Colby 's defensive squad has given up 57 points. In
the second half they have given up 118.
Bowdoin 's rushing defense is quite strong but their
? pass defense is > extremely porous.,. Their opponents
have, picked up four times as many yards in the air as in
the ground in 1981. Leading the team in tackles is
senior Bill McLaughlin . The Polar Bears held their
opponents honest in the earlier part on the season but
they have not done a good job in the last couple of
. ., : , . , . .
weeks.
One factor which Bowdoin has a definite edge in is the
special teams , They have been more sucessfu! In
covering kicks and punts and have had better success in
returns. Freshme n Wike Siogel, kicker, has 6 more
points in PAT' S and field goals than counte rpart kicker
Matt Maley and has averaged over 5 yards more on
,7
punts than Maley has.
However , few if any teams have a better punt rush
tha n the Colby Mules, Joh n Crowley has blocked one
kick and Tom McGillicuddy, "Master of the Block", hag
batted down five , this year , , Severa l times fthej blocks
have come atj enr kev ppftte in the Mm ^an(l.bav9,ie4
to scores for Colby. It is a weapon thkt potenti ally can
"y y
'"
turn a game around ; '<: ¦; > ] ¦
"Bowd oin 's personnel is very comparable to ours,"
said coach Tom Kopp , .«,'Both-teams will be up to play
because eac h team needs this win, " ;
.. '
"Our defense will have to ploy its best game and our
offense has to put some points on the board if we want
to win," said Kopp. "A victor y would be groat. "

The f inal game
f o r11 seniors

CBB adds sp ark to season
The Big Ten, the Pac-10,
the Big Eight, the Big East,
the Ivy, the Little Three",
and the CBB. Yes, the CBB
(Colby-Bates-Bowdoin) Conference.
Our conference champions
may ,a not
get
automatic bids to the NCAA
playoffs or to the Rose Bowl
and ABC may not nationally
televise our key conference
match-ups, but our league
rivalries (respectful hatred)
are as strong as any.
A team 's intensity level
reaches a high .point when a
CBB clash occurs. Who
wants to lose to one of the
other small liberal arts
schools in Maine? Which
small, liberal arts school
w ill, establish its dominance
of the Maine turf?
The similarities between
Colby, Bates and Bowdoin
along with their proximity
leads to comparisons of the but only one factor can be
schools by students, athletes settled outright face-to-face.
and prospective students. That's athletics.
Which school , jjg . better Every Colby team looks
people keep asking. Which toward the CBB games not
is the best? Many different just as a game to win , but
factors can be argued over. as a proving ground. It's

by Jeff Vogt

This Saturday, the Colby Mules meet the Bowdoin
olar Bears at home for their last game of the season.
ot only is the game the last one of this year, but it is
ie culmination of Colby football careers for the senior
ridmen.
A few of the senior players had some philosophical
omments, in recent interviews, about their . football
ireers here at Colby.
With a young and inexperienced team, Colby has had
rough season, with a record of one win and six losses.
Japtain Matt Maley stressed the fact that "a good,
trong Colby team is up and coming nbxt year. The next
eason, Colby will haye a super, experienced and welloitnded team."
Maley, who has suited up for 32 games in all, is proud
»E the team this season. "I think the thing that sticks in
ny mind about this year 's team, is that in eyery game,
ven in losing situations, our pride and determination
/as always demonstrated. We would never give up, we
ust happened to always come up on the short end."
To Maley, it will seem strange to just stop playing
ootball after next Saturday 's game; it has been a major
tart of his life. He too, is hungry for a last victory
under
¦
lis belt,

y

¦
¦'
'
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Chris Gemeasky, cited many great experiences he has
iad as a Colby Mule. "My football career here at Colby
as been more than just football. I have gained strong
elationships with other teammates which I hope will
.
ndilre in coming years.
• r
"Sure, we all wanted a winning season thisyear, but
here is always^ something good which comes from a
[eason, even if it is a losing "one --.!think the strong
elationships which I've had with my Colby teammates
mtweigh the actual record for; the teams."
Jeff Wickman, another Colby senior, also gave his
wrspective on this past season. "Although we lost mafry
James, this past season was a really special one, in that
t brought the members of the team closer together.
"I think it is hard for an outsider to realize the strong
uid special relationships which exist between the
lembers of the team. This is what I'm going to miss
lost of all, and I am looking forward to this Saturday 's,
ame against Bowdoin. " said Wickman.
y T.77 ' "
Yes, if is the seniors' last game of their lives, and as
J. Welsch stated , "The whole season comes down to
lis, we want to go out as winners."
1981 Colby Football Seniors
..

Stephen Brown *
John Crowley **
Chris Gemeasky
Joseph Herman *
Joseph Lynch*
Matt Maley ***
Larry Rood
Robert Welch
J eff Wickm an***

Mules opp onents
33-13-3 on season
by John Tawa

Throughout the Colby
football season, many
explanations have been
offered as to the reasons
behind the poor record of
the football team. Lack of .
talent, lack of desire, and
poor coaching have been
just some of the excuses
given by the students for
the team's poor performance. It may be that
these are viable reasons,
.but one item whieh many
people are overlooking is
the extreme difficulty of
Colby 's schedule.
To this date, the combined records of all the
Mules' opponents are 33
wins, 13 losses, and 3 ties; a
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6Big Shots '
make p redie tions

school pride against school
pride. What Bowdoin team
are we going to show who's
No. 1? What Bobcats are we
going to dominate ? Every
Colby team gets that extra

(Phot o.by J ohn Lyons)

; U p and over goes Francis Kelly in his best Sam
L Cunnin gham imitation.

r esident William Cotter - The season record ,
l oesn 't matter for this gam 6. Seniors wil l go out
Assistant A,D . Richard Whitmore, - "Eve n though
tf th a flair and the freshmen should do well with
I' m a Bowdoin alumnus I have no loyal ties for this
heir parents watchin g. Colby 14 Bowdoin 10. "
game. Whoever forces the bad brea ks will win.
; '
¦ Bowdoin 7."
\thletic Direct or Dick McGee _ "i t should be a low Colby 14
+
.< ..
scori ng game. Neither team 's offenses have scored a
Prof essor Dave Westerman (Geology) . "Colby will
lot. I think Matt Male y will : have
'
; !a big day.
score at l east as many points as they have in all the
Colby 17 abWd pIn ?. "
: '
^; : '
gam es th is year multiplied together. Colby, will win
Dean of the College Earl Smith "We deserve to win. bu t not by much. "
Colby 14 Bowdoin 7. "
Professor Richard Moss (History) • "I pick Bowdoin
Associate Dean of Students Jamea Gillespie . "I like They have a lot of talent. < Bowdoin 24 Colby .7. "
¦' ' " ' '
excitin g gahies.:{ Not #mes with a score of 32^0 ; v i;,y-rvv¦ ¦; ' '
'
:
.
. •• >' '
where it Miesrilkb 'one M w i t eMf l ^ WfyjW
* 'n&^ Professor Roger Bowen (Governmen t) - "If t he past
school for th 6 blind .' Were due; Colby U ;; ;v, y(iI Is any guide to^the futur e...? Political scientists
Bowdoin 7."
, make *gut? guess and it 's called a science. Colby by
Acting Dean of Stud ents J anice Seitzinger - "There 's a touchdow n. "
^
a stro ng rivalry and so psychologically the players Professor Douglas Archiba ld (English) t ) . "| think
will give a special effort. It will ve wide open., but that Colby is going to win. Theyire playing better
and they ar e dfue. '
not a runaway . Colby 's, my favori te;",
__.
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adrenalin flowing to beat
Bates and Bowdoin.
Without the CBB, each
sport season would be less
exciting. There would be no
game for the Colby fans and
team to rally around. No
big , bad close rival that
everyone would be dying to
beat. No championship that
a team could proudly brag
about.
Colby plays Bates and
Bowdoin twice a year in
some sports, but only once
in others. If each school
could play the other schools
twice in every sport, the
rivalries would become
even more intense for the
players and fans.
The CBB games are
almost always the favorite
game of the year for every
team. Who gets excited
about beating or watching
U. Maine Farmington or
Husson College? Let's have
more CBB games to get
psyched for.
The CBB rivalry is great
and especially , so when
Colby wins. For me, nothing
is better than a victory over
BoWdoin or Bates.

confidence in their abilities.
Playing tough teams week
after week takes its toll
physically and mentally.
However, the schedule was
made years ago apd it
cannot be changed. '
By looking at the
schedules of Colby's closest
NESCAC rivals, Bates and
Bowdoin , the difficulty of
Colby 's schedule can be
seen. The records of Bates'
opponents to date indica te a
24-24-1 mark. Bowdoin's
opponents have combined
for an overall mark of 25-232.
More importantly,
however, one has to look.at
the dissimilar opponents of
the three schools. Com-

Bowdoin is the first team Colb y has
p layed this year with a losing recora
going into the game ,
.673 winning percentage.
With the exception of Union
! College, who at one time
I was 2-0-1 and highly ranked
in Eastern Division 3
schools, no Mule opponent
has lost more than two
games, It is little wonder
that Colby's record stands
at one win and six losses...
This year there is not an
i casy team on their
1 schedule.
Many people advocate
playing a hard ' schedule
because to play the best
: promotes competition and
• makes the players put forth
supreme effort. There is
also an ar gument for
laying
easier teams,
Sowever. By pHaying less
: challenging opponents, a
|team as young as Colby
i would be able to gain

pared to Bates, the uncommon opponents that
Colby schedules have a
record of 8-5-1 as opposed to
Bates' opponents marks of
5-9(two schools
only).
Bowdoin, on the other hand,
has four different opponents
than Colby. With the teams
on Colby's schedule, the
combined record is 20-7-1.
Conversely,
Bowdoin's
opponents have records of
11-17.
So what does all this
mean? Well, one caif say
that Colby's per f orman ce
this season has been poor
by berating the coaching
staff and-or the players, but
one must always keep in
mind that Colby 's schedule
is one of th e toughest for
Division 3 schools in the
country,

Games f rom the p ast
contin ued from pg , 2

/

sparked and strengthened this rivalry dramatically.
The Colby-Bowdoin rivalry of 1979 may prove to be one
of Colby 's most thrilling victories ever, as the Mules
trounced Bowdoin in the closing minutes to triumph 2120. In the first half of play, Bowdoin shelled Colby both
offensively and defensively to acquire a 12-0 lead. With
the momentum in Bowdoin's favor, the Polar Bears
appeared to be heading towards another victory. Yet
once again the Mules surged back early in the third
quarter to scorre twice after two strong kickoff returns.
But on an ensuing series of plays, Bowdoin scored for
the last time and added a two point conversion, to take a
20-14 lead. Midway through the final quarter, Colby
took hold of the ball at their own nine yard line. From
there, they staged three fantastic passing plays, twice to
Paul Belanger and once to Matt Maley to wind up on
Bowdoin's one yard line. Colby QB Tom Cone ran in for
the score on the next play, to finish his day with 186
yards passing and 2 touchdowns. A third consecutive
extra point by Larry Sparks closed the game with a
very emotional 21-20 Colby victory.
Jn 1972, Colby knocked off Bowdoin 28-22 to regain
their first victory from the Polar Bears since 1959. This
win was particularity meaningful for the Mules as it
extended their unbeaten streak to 6-0. In the first half of
play both teams went scoreless and neither squad apoeared to play to its potential.
However, the second half immediately opened up with
an oitensiye bombardment. Midway into the fourth
quarter, Colby had scored all of its 28 points of the day.
Yet suddenly the Mules replaced points with errors and
Bowdoin seized the opportunity to score 7 quick points to
bring the score at 28-22. Fortunately for the Mules,
their folding offense was able to rely on an inspired
defense to close out the remaining minutes.
Coach Richard McGee termed the rivalry of 1977, "the
worst defeat of my life." Colby had dominated a very
strong Bowdoin team from the opening minutes up until ^
early in the fourth quarter, to build up a solid 14-0 lead.
Yet suddenly, the Mules began consistently fumbling on
offensive plays. To make matters worse, Bowdoin
recovered four of the fumbles to gain excellent field The
1895 edition of the Colby football team was not too successfur against Bbwdoin . The Mules played the
position and four chances to score. Despite continuous
efforts by the Mule's strong defense to hold off Bowdoin. Polar Bears twice and lost 6-0, 5-0. Bowdoin won the first eight contests before Colby managed a tie in
the Polar Bears scored twice , in the last quarter and 1896. The Mules captured their initial win in 1 897, 16-4.
added a- two point conversion to win
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Colby s 3rd y ear coach Tom K a ^
by Chris Carmosino
Do you know what Colby
personality was recently
inducted
into
the
Naugatuck,
Connecticut
Hall of Fame? Do you
know who won the Eastern
New England Athletic
Award for Athletic and
Scholastic Prowess in 1961?
Do you know who the head
football coach at Colby is ?
The answer to these brain
teasers is Thomas Kopp.
Kopp has been , the head
V :•

football coach at Colby, for
the last three years, and in
that time he has experienced both success and
frustration in his attempt to
make the football program
a winning one.
Athletics have - been a
dominant part of Kopp's
life. At Naugatuck High
School in Connecticut, he
starred
in
football,
basketball, and baseball.
From there he went on to
the University of Connecticut, where he acheived
greater
aceven
complishments.

four years as head football
coach at Avon High School
iri Connecticut, where-he
twice directed his teams to
7-1 records. His success
prompted him to jump back
into college ranks. .
He was an assistant coach
at UConn for five years and
at Dartmouth for seven
years, the last two . as
defensive coordinator. In
May of 1978 he joined the
athletic staff at Colby, and
in February of the following
year was named head
football coach.
It did not take long for

At UConn, Kopp earned
Conference
all-Yankee
recognition in football and
in baseball. Kopp 's talents
attracted the notice of five
National Football League
teams, but he chose instead
to give professional baseball
a try. After two years of
playing in the Minnesota
Twin's organization, he
decided to retire from
professional sports and
dedicate his career to
coaching.
Kopp's career started at
UConn as an assistant
coach. He spent the next
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Kopp to make his presence
known at Colby. In hjs first
year as head , cpacli, he
directed the . team to a 5-3
record, the first .winning
season Colby had enjoyed
since 1972. It appeared that
Kopp had single-handedly
turned the Colby football
program around, and with
. 16 starters returning from
the 5-3 squad the future
looked bright.
However, the 1980 season
turned out to be a bitter
; disappointment, as the team
finished with only one win.
This year 's team is very

young, and its record of 1-6
reflects that fact.
Although Kopp 's record at
this point. '.is not impressive,
the ; fpotballn program has
made strides ¦' • under his
direction. Tom Kopp is an
energetic coach who is
dedicated to his job- and
enthusiastic in his approach
to the gamey
Just as important is his
confidence in his own ability
to coach, and his optimism
about the future df the
football program.

Tuf ts roof e r David S. Spalding had
an excellen t predict ion for last weeks
game. He pick ed 37-6 while the actua l
y

score was 3B-&.

t\

SCORE
You bette r pick Colby this week ,
1
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Sports

Cr pss^cpiiirfry in New England competit ion

Men finish 5th to lead small schools
by Rob Baldwin

The Colby men's Ncrosscountry team had their best
race of the season on
Saturday. They ran the New
England Championships at
Franklin Park in Boston,
competing against Divisions
I, II, and III. The Mules
finished fifth overall, and
wiped out their ~season
rivals, UMO, by a large
margin.
Junior Todd Coffin led
the Mules to the finish in
11th place in 24:24 - a Colby
record for the course. Most
of the Colby runners, subvarsity and varsity, set
personal best times for the
five mile course.
Three Colby runners
pushed their way to the top
twenty: Coffin, Rob Edson
(in 15th place in 24:28), and
Kelly Dodge (19th in 24:36).

Terry Martin was the
team 's 4th finisher with 45th
place in 25:08, and- Tom
Pickering followed up in
75th place in a time of 25:41.
The result of this- was 165
points, which put Colby in
5th place overall, 16 points
behind
Northeastern
University and 80 points
aheard of University of
Maine at Orono. Coffin,
Edson, and Dodge have
been out to get UMO's top
man , state champion Gerry
Clapper, all year, and did
just that. Coffin and Edson
stayed ahead of him the
whole race, and Dodge
kicked by him the last 200
yards to the finish.
, Coach Jim Wescott was
understandably
pleased
with, performances, saying
"it -was definitely our best
race so far. I think this is a
prelude of things to come at

the (New England) Division
Ill's next weekend. All but
two runners lowered their
times here, and some by as
much as a minute." Wescott
also pointed out that there
were five of his runners
ahead of the Colby 10,000
meter record holder's (Dan
Ossof) best Franklin Park
course time.
After leading the Mules
all season, freshman Rob
Edson bowed to Todd Coffin
this time. Coffin had a
strong race; he "felt
great," and showed it as he
pushed it for a personal and
school best for the course.
Both Edson and Dodge ran
exceptionally well, too,
Edson besting his previous
best time by about a
minute, and Dodge bettering his by 40 seconds.
Mules- showed
The
strength to the big schools.

They beat powerhouses U
Conn., Keene State, Maine,
and UNH, while falling only
to Providence, BC, U.
Mass., and Northeastern.
Senior
Greg Hanco>
wrapped up his cross
country career here with s
less-than-best race, but has
had a successful seasor
overall. He ran a verj
strong race here at th<
State Championship meet
two weeks ago, running his
best time by a minute anc
10 seconds. He ran a 27:55
at Franklin Park or
Saturday.
The rest of the Colbj
team ran well: Andj
Sheeton was 106th in 26:04
in the varsity race. In the
sub-varsity race Art Feelej
was 24th in 26:20, Rot
Baldwin 49th in 26:57, Dav€
Bell in 27:24 and Paul Doyle
in 27:28.

by Don McMillan
such as Cullenberg were
and Arthur Jackson
still eligible to compete.
It was a cold and windy
Colby's defense f orced
day for the 102 competitors,
who were also confronted four fumbles and had four
with a hilly, 5000 meter intercept ions, but the Colby
course. Cullenberg's time of offense was unable- to take
excellent, advantage against Tufts
19:44
was
especially when one con: last Saturday. The Jumbos
siders the adverse con- rolled to a 38-8 triumph
weekend before 2,7000 fans at Tufts
This
ditions.
Cullenberg will attempt to and moved their record to 4qualify for the NCAA 2-1 while Colby fell to 1-6.
The Mule def ense created
national meet by running in
a regional meet in Boston. _ eight turnovers, but the

Tuf ts def ense was even
more impressive as they
held Colby's offense to 63
total yards. Colby gained
only three first downs the
entire game an d their
touchdown was scored on a
one yard march.
Meanwhile Tuf ts off ense
cranked out 340 yards on
the ground and 26 first
downs. Tufts had a tough
start at th e beginning of the
season , but they've won
their last three games
convincingly.

"Tuf ts gave us some
opportunities but we just
couldn't capitalize," said
coach Tom Kopp. "Along
with Middlebury, Tufts is
th e most talented team on
Tufts
our1 schedule.
struggled early in the year,
but they've found themselves."
Colby's only rea l scorer
on this dreadful Saturday
af ternoon was j un ior Tom
McGillicuddy. Not only did
the Mules legitimate New
England superstar pick off
two passes an d recover a
fumble , but he also was
greatly responsible for all
eight of the Colby points.
In the first quarter
McGillicuddy blocked a
punt that bounced through
th e Tu f ts endzone to give
Colby two points on a
safety. McGillicuddy has
blocked five kicks this year.
Th e second Mule score
came when McGillicuddy
f orced th e Tuf ts punter to

run with the ball out of the
Tufts endzone. Just as the
scrambling kicker got out oi
the endzone senior John
Crowley tackled him on the
one yard line. Freshman
tailback
Peter . Doolimj
trotted in from a yard out
on th e next play to make it
38-8 Jumbos favor.
Coach Kopp unveiled a
shotgun formation to try to
surprise the superior Jumbo
defense. Unfortunately, the
new f orm at ion could not
change reality and the
Mules could not move the
ball. Although quarterback
Tom Walsh completed 17 of
30 passes, only 39 yards
were picked up in the air.
Many fl a i rs an d screens
were thrown and the Colby
receivers j ust could not
break loose past the
talented Tufts defenders.
Colby's rush ing game was
once again ineff ective
Satur day as the Mu les
pounded out only 26 yards.

(Photo by Joh nLyons)

Ann Cullenberg placed 18th at the Eastern
championships to win a spot at the Nationals in
Pocateilo, Idaho.

Cullenber g qualif ies
for Natio nals
Despite 8 turn overs Tufts beats Mules
Junior Anne Cullenberg
represented Colby at the
EAIAW
cross country
last
championships
Saturday at Worcester,
performed
Mass.
and
superbly, placing tenth in
the individual competition.
Cullenberg's finish qualified
her for the national AIAW
meet to be held in
Idaho
on
Pocateilo,
November 21.
Thirteen schools sent
teams to the Division III7A
competition , which was won
by the host school, Holy

Cross. Colby did not send its

entire team , but individuals
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We're No. II...
or are we?
by John Tawa
'he 1981 college football season has been in progress
nine weeks now. Each week the Associated Press
I the United Press International conduct polls to
ermine the top twenty teams in the nation on any
en week. These rankings are important because the
m ranked first at the end of the year will win the
thical "national championship."
'he odd thing is that in the nine weeks of the season,
teams have been chosen number one. Five teams
te succumbed to defeat and only only one team can
:ide whether the sixth number one will also fall from
i ranks.
Vhy is there all of this debate about who is number
., two twelve, or whatever? Well, ' these rankings
i important because they determine which teams will
ly in what bowl games, if any. But are teams honestly
iked according to how good they are? The answer is
j oundingly no! Teams are ranked highly because of
e or more of three elements: record, tradition and
posure.
For instance, take the case of Brigham Young
tiversity. Year in and year out, BYU is ranked in the
) twenty. Why? They rarely lose. Each year BYU
es 9-2 or 10-1. . But BYU doesn't deserve the ranking
ey get. They play in the Western Athletic Conference,
aditionally a very weak conference. Their opponents
e usually patsies. And they rack it up. Last week
ey won 63-14. Now if BYU ranked number nine had to
ay Florida (5-4 and unranked) chances are good that
orida would win convincingly. But BYU is ranked
uch higher in the polls.
Strange, isn 't it? The perfect example is the
diversity of Miami. Currently the UM is ranked in or
*ar the top ten with a mark of 6-2. At the start of the
ason, Miami was unranked by both polls. In the first
'o weeks, they defeated teams ranked in the top
renty. All of a sudden, Miami was the 14th best team
the country. Oh the third week Miami faced the team
en ranked number 1Texas, in Texas. Miami lost 14-7
a game the Hurricanes easily could have won.
Poof! Miami vanishes from the top twenty. The next
_ ek Miami destroys a weak Vanderbilt team 48-16 and
ice again they reappear in the top twenty. On week
'e, Miami loses a tough contest 14-10 to seventh ranked
ississippi St. Once again Miami disappears from the
p twenty.
Other cases where teams are ranked much higher
an they should be display examples of tradition and
cposure playing a vital role in the election process,
arly in the year, Notre Dame was ranked as the best
am in the entire country by both AP and UPI. After
1, Notre Dame has the tradition and gets more exwsure than any other team in the country. To this date,
Dtre Dame has lost four games. Does this mean that
ey are not one of the top twenty teams in the country?
JVell, they are not ranked highly, but I'm sure the
Idsmakers would install Notre Dame as six or seven
»int favorites over a team like Southern Mississippi
hich is 7-0-1 and ranked 15th in the land.
Another interesting aspect about the polls is how
isily they fluctuate. If the number one ranked -team
ses to the number two ranked team by one point
jcause of a missed field goal in the final seconds, then
at number one team won't even be ranked in the top
.e when the next poll comes out. If that field goal had
ten good, h owever, they surely would have been
inked number one the next week.
Two weeks and one easy victory later Miami defeats
>p-ranked Penn State 17-14. Suddenly, Miami is the
3th best team in the country according to the AP and
Ith according to the UPI. After this week's 27-19
ictory over 14th ranked Florida State (a team which
icidentally was favored to win the game) there is no
Jllirg how high Miami will go.
I hope that the point I've been trying to make is unerstood. The only sense that anyone can make about
ow teams are ranked is that it makes no sense. Unless
better way Is found to determine th e "best"teams in
io country, no one will ever know for sure who is the
est.

TDP.Johnson soccer champs
nors . and Jim Prescal on
Coakley said the win was played as well as the serni-1
offense and Oliver Outerdue to an overall team finals. At the end of regular
bridge,
Mark
Lingafelter,
effort, but he also men- season play the Heights
The final games of I-Play . and Lee Weisman on
tioned Kevin Riley and Tex were in first place followed
played
last
soccer were
defense.
valuable by , Zete I, TauDelt, arid
Scheejzz ¦¦ as
week, and, according to the .7 , When asked to comment
players.
•
,y7
KDR.77 y 7?: yy7 7captains of the winning on his team's win in the A- The third arid fourth
agree
Everyone
seems
to
teams, it was the end of a league finalsr TauDelt
that this year's soccer places were decided by a
great and competitive captain Brian Coakley said,
league was a lot of fun and draw because of a three
season. The Johnson Gyros "The reason we did so well
was also very competitive. way tie between TauDelt,
came out on top of the B- this year was because of the
If participation is any in- KDR, and Zete Il7ln the
league and TauDelt won the . amount of participation and
dication of the league's semi-finals the Heights beat
championship. spirited play of all of the
A-league
success, then this year's KDR by a 13-7 score (in
Playing in the semi-final brothers."
league, with 350 par- overtirhe ) and Zete I beat
games, which were held
In the championship
ticipants
on 17 teams, was . TauDelt 8-0. The final game
earlier in the week, were game TDP beat the Dar^
certainly
a
success.
was scheduled for Wed:
TDP, ATO I, Zete, and the mabums with a lone goal'
football action Nov. 11 and with Zete I and
I-Play
In
Darmabums for the A- scored by freshman Jim,
last of the the Heights playing for the
league and Johnson, the Polk Ln the second half.! this week the games
were league championship. • y
regular
season
Schwills, PLP, and the FOOTBALL RESULTS
Marrimers for the B-league.
their (regular season)
winning
After
semi-finals Zete I 6 — KDR
respective
0
games, Johnson and PLP Zete II 6 -.- TauDel t 0
entered the B-league finals
— KDR
and TDP and the Dar- TauDel t
(forfei t)
mabums, qualified for the Aleague finals. In the Heights 19— Zete II 3
games
championship
Johnson beat PLP by a
solid 4-0 score and , in a Playoffs y
close game, TDP beat the Heights 13 - KDR
7
¦
Darmabums 1-0.
Zete
8 — TauDelt 0
The Johnson Gyros were
really psyched after capB-league SOCCER PLAYOFFS
turing
the.
championship and, ac- Semi-Finals A-Leag Oe
cording to captain Doug TDP
1 — ATO I
2
Brown, the key to their
Da
rmabums
Zete
2
3"
success was their corridor
practice games. Brown also
added that "the team never Semi-Finals B-League
let up all season. We stuck Johnson
3 — Schwills 0
together and played our
PLP
1 -- Marriners 0
best game of the season in
the finals."
The team had many Finals:
outstanding players this Johnson 4.-- PLP
0
year including Matt Figel,
1 — Darmabums 0
Doug Brown, Brady Con- TDP
by Dede Galvin

Rugby shuts out Bates 6-0
by Jim Levy
This past Saturday saw
the Colby Rugby, team
travel down to Lewiston in a
rematch against
arch
nemesis Bates. So far , the
season
has
been
a
progressive evolution to the
point where Colby's Rubgy
team has been able to stand
upright and proud, a
superior team among other
Rugby clubs. The question
posed Saturday was, could
Colby crawl out
of
the primordial slime one
more time to stand among
the highest forms of rugby
teams or would it be sucked
back into the muck of de- i
evolution?

As old as time itself , the
struggle for survival of the
fittest is not a pretty sight
but nevertheless it is a
battle that must be fought.
When it was over, Colby
effectively crawled out of
the mud and slime to gain a
6-0 -win. What carnage
remained of Bates was left
mouldering at the bottom of
the swamp known as
Lewiston. The win gave
Colby a 4-1 fina l record and
the CBB crown for the nth
year in a row.
Because of the muddy
conditions of the day, the
backs had alot of trouble

That
moving the ball.
responsibility fell into the
webbed .hands of the for(Photo by Catherine Stehman)
wards who were effectively
able to slither through the
Captain Bob Patience leaps high for rebound in
slime. At one point the
preseason workout, the 1981 team will tip off
forwards actually drove the
against the alumni this Saturday at 11:00 am.
ball into the Bates tri-zone,
but the referee failed to
recognize the score.
The second half saw Joe
Noel position the forwards
within scoring range while
the neanderthal backs under
the leadership of Terry
m____T >J_i^
S
Mulvey set up for the score. I *
of
Fairfiold
&
Andy "missing link" \\ '
$
&
$ &
Brown, running like a Colby I ' f*4
fr f t y aj Sporting & Athletic Equipment a
Rugette, was the one who
actually put the ball into the
Bates tri-zone. Digger Dog
ladies ' & Men's
S
Dougherty put the con- }
version kick through the I Long-tailed , double-heavy fleeced
^
uprights to give Colby d
final winning scor? of 6-0.
The evolution of the 1981
rugby season has lead to
favorable results for Colby.
For yet another year, they Sin a variety of colo rs includin g navy,fe
have showed themselves to
be good. Next weekend, blight blue , rust , light & dark green ,
h owever , will be a true
^
"survival of the fittest" !maroon , off-white , & gold
fc
' ¦»'
we are your
story, the kind even Merlin S
Remember
full-line 5
Perkins doesn't like bo talk
about, as the Colby Mules ^
Sporting & Clothing Store ' S
square off against the I
M,
Longhorhs of Texas A &
t
453-6216 452-2236
That's Satur day , in Texa s,
at 1:00, sec ya '11 there.

ly UA Josep h's \
CHAMOIS SHIRT S
&
J
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Announcement s
LECTURE: "Sexual Antagonism Among the Tchambuli
of Papau, New Guinea" with Professor Deborah Gewirtz
will occur on Nov. 18 at 3 p.m. in L215. A tray lunch at
noontime in Smith Room, Roberts will precede the
'lecture. / -: '

Today, (Nov. 12) there will be a meeting for all those
interested in the Hinckley Big Brother-Big Sister
Program. Second floor Roberts.Union at 4:15 p.m.

INFORMATIONAL MEETING on Ad. Sci. 113 Jan Plan
will occur at 7 p.tn. on Noy. 12 in L205.

ANTHONY diBONNAVENTURA'S dedicatory piano
recital will be at 8 p.m. on Nov. 15 in Given Auditorium.
Tickets still available in Calendar office.

HILLEL BAGEL BREAKFAST featuring Professor Jon
Weiss delivering "Can a Frenchman Really be a Jew?"
takes place on Nov. 15 at 10:30 a.m. in Smith Room,
Roberts.
^

junior year abroad program, is available in the Modern
Language DeptXLbvejoy323) on Mondays and Tuesdays
3:0O-4:30 p.m. (ext. 259)

COLBY LIBRARY ASSOCIATES' book sale wiU take,
place on Nov. 14 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Miller Pit. .
PRE CHRISTMAS CRAFTS FAIR will be held in the
Fieldhouse all day onJNov. 14.

FILM DIRECTION presents "The Red Type" at 8 p.m.
on Nov. 15 in L100.

STU-A FILMS presents "9 to 5" at 7 & 9:30 p.m. on Nov.
13 in L100. Admission charged.

Information concerning "Colby in Caen," Colby's

•'.

LECTURE. "Mechanisms and Function of Animal
Communication" with Professor Jay Labov in conjunction with Linguistics 211 on Nov. 16 at 3 p.m. in
"\
L207.
^
There will be a meeting of the Dorm Renovation
Committee on Thursday, November 19 at 6:30 p.m. in
the Foss-Woodman T.V. lounge. Everyone is invited to
contribute suggestion ideas on renovating FossWoodman, for a case study which is to be presented to
the Board of Trustees.

FILM "Alambrista" in conjunction with
history dept. at 6 p.m. on Nov." 16 in L 215.
LECTURE, "Feminism in Spain" features
Spanish consul-general of Boston, Fernando
Perpina at 8 p.m. on Nov. 16 in L100.
MATHEMATICS
401-402
SEMINAR,
"Matched Asymptotic Expansions" by
Susan Weschler
'82 is at 4:30 p.m. on Nov.
~
17 in Mudd 405.'
OPEN BIOLOGY SEMINAR, "Genetics and
its Application to Pediatrics" with Morris
Lambdin, M.D., occurs in Arey 5 & 110 on
Nov. 18 at 4:30 p.m.
FILM, "Point of Order " will be shown in
conjunction with the history dept. on Nov.
18 at 6 p.m. in L215.
PANEL DISCUSSION, "Business and the
Liberal Arts - Careers Through the Study of
Education " will take place with guests at
6:30 p.m. on Nov. 18 in Mary Low Lounge.
Sponsored by Education Dept.
STU-A FILMS presents "Lolita" at"7 & 10
p.m. on Nov. 18 in L100. Admission
7"
charged.
LECTURE, "What Are All Those Faint
Sources
Seen With
Those Large
Telescopes" with Dr. Rudolph Skild, an
astronomer at the Harvard-iSmithsoniian
Center for Astrophysics, takes place at 8
p.m. on Nov. 18 in Keyes 105.
MEL BLANC, t he famous voice of man y
Warner Bros , cartoon characters , will
speak at U.M.O. 's Hauck Auditorium
at Oronoon Nov. 18 at 8 p.m. General
public is invited.
APPLICATION DEADLINES for the
National Science Foundations Graduate and
Minority Graduate Fellowships is Nov. 25.
Write to:
Fellowship Office, Nat ional
Research Council, 201 Constitution Aye.
20418 for inN.W., Washington, DC,
formation SOOn.
; ¦; >

LECTURE , "Innovation, Competition and

Government Policy: A Case Study of the
Semiconductor Industry" will be given on
Nov.. 12 at 4 p.m. in the Heights, by Peter
Ashton '76, an economist
at Putna
m, Ha y es
;7 '
^ ;;s,;
& Bartlett.'
GEOLOGY SEMINAR at 4:30 p.m. on Nov.
12 in Mudd 218, with Dr. Protlp K. Ghosh
talking on "Komatiites - A New Magma
Type." .
,„. ',;. ,
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In the Hurd Room, Rofyejrts .,;^. /,; {;;,:'".,yy l ,y

ART TABLE, 5:30 p.m.. on Nov. 12 In the
Whitney Room, Roberts.
MESSALONSKEB FOLK MUSIC and
Chowder Society will host a chowder dinner
at 6 p.m. on Nov. 12 In the coffeehouse.
Admission charged.
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Arts

Bowzer entertains Colbyites
by Dennis Fisher
A representative from
television's gha Na Na
came to Colby's Given
Auditorium
last Friday
night.
He was John
Bauman , or as he is known
to his fans , 'Bowzer*. He
pro ved he is not just
another greaser , giving an
unusual
lecture
and
pre sentation on the history
of rock and roll.
Bowzer , dressed in true
fifties style - leather jacke t,
chains , decals and rolled up
pant legs - intro 'd his lecture with a short selection
of Chopin 's minute Waltz on
the Steinway piano.
He
then began his program , a
lecture and slide show with
taped music selections. He
called
the
program
"Bowzer 's Beat , the Roots
of Rock ."
He started the lecture
with his famous loud TV
voice, but a f ew minutes
later he dropped it to a
more natural , humorous
and at times cynical one as
he tr a ced the develo pment
of rock music from its
or igins in countr y mus ic
and rhythm and blues.
From the late nineteen
forties the two types of
mus ic were mixed and
became popular . Accord ing
to Bauman , probably the
first to sing the new mixture was Bill Haley, and the
discuss ion went from there
to
Allen
Fried
who
popularized it, to Elv is who
made it great , a nd on to the
sixties when it finally came
into its own.
Bauman himsel f is not
what y ou ' d expect from
watchin g the TV show. He
attende d Ju liar ds School of
Columbia
and
Music
where
he
Universit y
graduat ed magna cum
laude w ith a mus ic theory
maj or. Sha Na Na evolved
at that time from a college
Not long
singing group.

Bowzer knock ed them dead ; right , a few happy survivors escape his jaws.
after that they played at the
Woodstock concert. ..
"Do-wah
and
street
singing is Sha Na Na 's meat
and
pota t oes,"
said
Bauman , referring to the
type of music sung by Dion,
The Ink Spots , and others of
that time. He became intereste d in that fo rm as a
teenager . It w a s "very
ex press ive mus ic ," he said.
When asked wh y he
thou ght Sha Na Na wa s so
popular , he replied ,. "It' s a
reall y good sta ge show , you
com e and you get your
money's worth. " Now, with
the show in re-runs , the
grou p gets to gether f or a
f ew months each year to
per form , and the rest of the
year they are lef t to do
what they want - "Like the
college lecture circu it" he
added , tongue in cheek.
All in all , it was an excellent , informative lecture ,
and it' s too bad more people
didn 't attend . Good mus ic
and good enterta inment by
one of rock 's well-known
personalities . What more
could you ask for ? Grease
for peace ever ybody.

Excellent cellist performs
solo cello , is such that the
performer mus t work ver y
by Susan French
hard to produce a smooth
and cont inuous f low of
Ms . Robinson
This past Sunday , the music .
audience attending the third seemed to understand this
Colby Music Series Concert ver y well , and her inwas treated to an excellent ter pretation of the piece
recital perf ormed by cellist was heightened by her
Sharon
Rob inson
and excellent use of dynamic
contrasts.
pianist Margo Garre tt.
Ms. Rob inson is one of the
The "Arpeggione Sonata "
best young cellists on the by Schubert was a wellAmer ican mus ical scene played piece that was
and it was a privil ege to pleasant to listen to , but a
hear her play. In general ,
Ms. Rob inson dis played
technical brill iance in her
execution of the pr ogram ,
However , her performance
seemed to lack some of the
expressive quality which
the cello is particularly well
suited for, The cello . Is
capable of conveying a wide
range of emotions , and
while , Ms. Robin son expressed the dark , storm y
nature of the cello well, she

lacked the sweetness of tone
which would have been

appropriate at times.
The program that the
artists chose was , as Ms.
Robinson said , a "heavy "
one. The first piece was
Brahms ' " Sonata in F
Major ." This is a very
dramatic work which is woll

suited to the tone of the

______________

________________ ^-__l________ !
Thlupace contribute d by the publlifier.

*

(Photos by Laura Macken zie)

cello and in which the piano
also plays a promine nt part,
The adagio and allegr o
passionate movements were
particularly beautiful. In
these , Ms, Robinson was at
her . expressive best.
The style of the second
work, Bach' s "Suite 2" for

little more inspir ation would

hav e made it really effective.
Ms. Robinson has an
af f init y for contem porar y
music and in her perf ormance of Bartok 's "F irst
Rhapsody For Cello and
Piano " she seemed to be in

this piece than to others on
the program.
Miss Garrett proved
hersel f to be a pi anist of
high qualit y and her playing

in the Brahms and Schubert
sonatas
was especially
notable. Miss Garrett and
Ms.
Robinson . comher element.
It is a municated quite well and
techn ically . interesting achieved
an
excellent
work , and Ms. Robinson balance in the three works
gave a ver y fine demon- they performed together ,
strat ion of her mastery of The ultimate resul t of their
the cello. Her tone and individual and joint efforts
st yle of playing seemed was a most effective and
somewhat better suited to enjoyable concert.
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Colbyettes and _^ght|liost Invitation al
accompaniment made their performance of "L.L& _
Beanery
" an hysterically funny comment on "preppfe ¦
1
wear."
I
7 ;¦ The Colby Eight was the only:men's group amidst four i
Women's groups and the men delighted in their ad- i
- vantage.
Preying upon the audience, the Eight selected |
individual women to be the red-faced victims of their |
crooning serenades. Dan Crocker led the Colby Eight as i
they, sang numbers such as "Blue Indigo" and thespiritual, "Little Lamb." Their presentation ended with <
a hew twist; amidst audience laughter, group members?
ran around the room with wastebaskets, soliciting,-'
contributions.

by Anne M. Phaneuf
Dedicating their first number to the Mediterranean
fruit fly, the Middlebury Mischords7sang "All the
Leaves are Brown" while outside begari-the semester's
first dusting of snow. Many such delightful surprises
typified the 1981 Invitational Concert presented by The
Colby Eight and Stu-A Cultural Life, in the community
room of the Heights last Saturday.
Dean Gillespie started the evening rolling with his
first introduction, the Bowdoin Miscellania. Deviating
from the usual repetoire of an all women's acapella
group, the Miscellania performed "Daddy Get Your
Baby Out of Jail," to the amusement of the standingroom only crowd/ Though the Bowdoin women were not
an easy group to follow, the Middlebury Mischords
evidenced little timidity. Sporty sunglasses and guitar

In definite contrast to the antics of the Colby Eight ,
the next group to perform was the Wheaton Whims.

i_h_

(Photos by Sarah Woodhouse)
Colby men: (left) John Hallowell , Jeff johansen ,
and Dan Crocker; (above) Tom Underwood, David
J Fanger , Bill ,Bowers, and J eff Vogt.
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Colbyettes: (above) Barbara Leonard , Dawna
East man} Laura Gagli ano , and Nora Put nam ;
(below) Sally Lovegren and Sue Palmer.
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"Lullaby of Broadway, " "Cape Cod," and "Steam
Heat" were among the group 's selections. From Norton,
Massachusetts, the Whims, singing acapella, treated
their audience to a select number of Old favorites.
Following the Whims, Dean Gillespie introduced the
Colbyettes. He described them as a "bevy of
nightingales" and termed the Colby Eight a "flock of
turkeys." The Colbyettes wore old Colby letter sweaters
and concluded the musical evening with such numbers
as "Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy" and. "In the Mood."
Songs and personalities , differed from Bowdoin to
Middlebury to Wheaton to Colby, but delight and
merriment were the constant throughout this musical
evening.
¦
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Coming next: Ten Little Indians
This weekend, Nov. 12, 13,
and 14, Powder and Wig
its
latest
unleashes
Agatha
production.
Christie's Ten Little Indians
is, according to director
Lisa D. Smith, "a thrilling
mystery drama ."
The plot of the play,

which has been made into suspicous tape recorded
voice, the guests start
three motion pictures, deals dropping off like flies. To
with a group of ten
strangers invited to the complicate — matters, the
guests are completely cut
Indian Island home of Mr. off from communication
who
N.
Owen,
U.
with the mainland, there
mysteriously fails to ap- being no boat or telephone
pear. After they are all on the island.
accused of murder by a
Whodunnit? The two

lovers who can trust no one
including each other, played
Laurellie-Suesanne
by
Jacobs and Clay Hutchison? The undercover
agent who can't keep a
cover, played by Matt
Anies?. The judge who now
finds himself in the
judgement seat, played by

Dave Worster? Or someone
else? Only the director
knows for sure, and she's
not telling. Whoever, - it's
more fun than a game of
clue and the characters are
The 12th Annaal Colby a lot more interesting than
Crafts Fair will be held this Col. Mustard and Mrs.
Saturday at the Fieldhouse Peacock.
from 10-6 p.m.
Others in the cast include
Steve
Sophos,
Eighty craftspeople from Scott
all over the state, most of D'Andrea, Ann Brachman,
Cousins, Charles
Neil
them professionals, will Boddy, Carol Eisenberg,
display their quality works.
and Mitch WalkoWicz.
Crafts will include weaving, Admission is $2.00 for
knitting, and patchwork adults , $1.00 for students,
(fabrics) , pottery, wood- and the performances begin
working, silver and gold at eight o'clock.
work, jewelry, dried flowers
and herbs, silkscreen,
candles, pewter, leather,
blown glass, stained glass
and handmade clothing.
Come browse or buy admission is free,

Crafts Fair has lots to offer

Arts Notes
"Don Quixote," a film sponsored by Spanish
"
Clu b, Lovejoy 100, Thursday at 7 p.m.
Powder and Wig presents "ten Little Indians,"
directed by Lisa Smith '82. Strider Theater,
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday at 8 p.m.
Admission.
Stu-A Film "9 to 5" Lovejoy 100, Friday and
Saturday, 7 & 9:30. Admission.
Crafts Fair in the Fieldhouse. Saturday, 10-6.
Concert by Student Groups, Given Auditorium,
Saturday at 7 p.m.
i.

Film Direction presents "The Red Tent," Lovejoy
100, Sunday at 8 p.m.
Anthony dJBonaventura will give a dedicatory piano
recital in Given Auditorium, Sunday at 8 p.m.
Admission is free but tickets should be obtained
from the Calendar Office, Eustis.
"Alambrista," a film presented for a history class.
Lovejoy 215, Monday at 6 p.m.
"Point of Order," another film for a history class.
Lovejoy 215, Wednesday at 6 p.m
^
Stu-A Film "Lolita," Lovejoy 100, Wednesday, 7 _&
10 p.m. Admission.

Piano dedication Sunday

The pottery of Nancy Meader ,highly esteemed
especially by those Colby students who are fami
liar with her work - will be among the crafts
displayed this Saturday.

Discussi on
on television
here tonig ht

Tonight Michael Arlen, a
well-known literary figure
and commentator on the
role of T.V. in our society,
will hold an informal
discussion on "Television
and the News." Mr. Arlen
is a staff writer for The
New Yorker and winner of .
the National Book Award
for his Passage to Ararat.
Sponsored by Gannett
Lecture Funds and the
Creative Writing Program,
the discussion will be held
at 8 p.m. in the Smith and
;
¦Robins Rooms of Roberts
—
'
1 mitwcw -US-} A WWW HKX/OWaH PICTURESWUAg
¦
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Anthony di Bonaventura :the
smile of a distinguished gentle
'
man.
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Sit-in & take-out service
Delivery service , avai lable In Nov.

j vnhthis coupon ""———j
j & any order over $S 9 y ou get \
I 1 FREE order of egg rolls
j

Anthony di Bonaventura will perform in
the dedicatory concert Sunday, Nov. 15, for
a new piano donated to Colbj College.
-The recital by the internationally
renowned pianist will be at 8 p.m. in Given
Auditorium of the college. There is no
charge for admission but, because of
limited seating, tickets may be obtained
through the calendar office at Colby, 8731131, ext'. 363. The program will include
music by Mozart, Prokofiev, and Chopin.
The piano di Bonaventura will help
dedicate is a Steinway concert grand,
measuring nine feet iri length. The donor
prefers to remain anonymous.
Pianist di Bonaventura has performed in
22 countries, appearing with such leading
orchestras as the Philadelphia Orchestra,
the New York Philharmonic, and the
Vienna Symphony.
Contemporary
composers
Berio,
Kelemen, Persichetti, and Ligeti have
written" music expressly for him. In
October, he gave the world premiere of
Ginastera 's Piano Sonata No. 2, at Ann
Arbor, Mich.
A recording artist as well, di Bonaventura
is professor of music at Boston University,
director of the Young Artists Piano
Program at the Tanglewood Institute, and
founder-director of The Piano Institute at
Colby.
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- - ^From the Editor —— Letters —
To
the
Editor ;
I find it hard to believe
that Colby, a school which
prides itself in being a
"very highly competetive
;.lus," as assessed by the
Profile
of
Barron's
American Colleges, closes
its library doors to students
on Saturday nights.
Though there is a strong
inclination for many to drop
their books, there are some
students at Colby , though
admittedly few, who would
opt for the reserve desk or
the card catalogue, in favor
of the closest keg or the
nearest frat party.
As academic pressures
here grow increasingly
fierce, I find myself , and
others, putting in excessive
hours studying. Though I
strive to complete all of my
academic
commitments
during the week I have
never
successfully
acUnforcomplished this.
tunately, the fact remains,
that I am compelled to
study on weekends . In fact,
more often than not, I
require the weekend to
catch up in areas in which
I've fallen behind during the
week.
The fact that the library
is closed at five o'clock on
Saturday
seems
to
discourage studying and
encourage partying. It is as
if they are saying, "All
more
right
kids, no
studying, it's Saturday. Go
find a good party or
something, but you can 't
stay here. "
It seems that the administration is attempting
to enhance Colby's elitist
reputation by making admissions
more
highly
selective, increasing racial,
ethnic, and geographic
diversity, proposing an

Bar gain huntin g necessar y
to avoid extra course costs
As pre-registration continues this week , m a n y
bargain-hunting for the best deal possible.

students w ill b<e

If you play a musical instrumen t , for instance , and would like to
ta ke lessons , perhaps you would like the two-credit course , offering an
hour lesson per week for a fee of $150. Or for the more econom ically
minded , there is the one credit option of a half-hour lesson per week
for only $90 for the semester.
For the m o r e scientificall y minded , chemistry lab courses can be
[interesting and i n f o r m a t i v e and are available at a low , low $20 ap iece.
i If you ' re thinking a b o u t a career now and w a n t to use up some of
that precious flexible 15 , it' s $100 for o f f - c a m p u s field experience.
j The f a c t is that m a n y stu dents are limited in their course selections
|due to inordinate costs above tuition and books. At $150 per semester ,
! a m u s i c m a j o r could spend $1200 m ore for his f o u r - y e a r education
than the a v e r a g e student. In effect , students are being penalized for
h a v i n g certain talents or interests , or for desiring to e x p a n d their
educational b a c k g r o u n d .
In these times of rising costs , it is e x t r e m e l y i m p o r t a n t for C olby to
do all it can to aid i n d i v i d u a l s t u d e n t s . Once tuiti on is paid , their
should be no n o n - a c a d e m i c barriers - especially f i n a n c i a l - that
1 restrict students from certain courses.
The cost increase necessary to incorporate these fees into the tuition
would be slight , probably no m ore than five dollars , and would be ari
i m p o r t a n t step t o w a r d providing all students the opportunity for a
broad education.
In other d e p a r t m e n t s , especially a r t , w h e r e supplies for different
c ourses can cost a n y w h e r e from $20-150 , it m a y ~ not be feasible for the
college to keep its own e q u i p m e n t . It would be logical , h o w e v e r , to
organize interested students and order in bulk from supply houses ,
where the savings could be 50 percent or m o r e over retail prices.
It is tim e for Colby to realize it has an obligation to provide all
students with equal educational opportunities. Only by doing all in its
power to meet this obligation and to minim ize all extended costs will
it provide a truly liberal arts educationi
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Enabling the students to
use the library on Saturday
nights is just a simple
request which would help
considerably.
Libby Wheatley

Groups sing a successful song
To the Student Body ;
I'd like to take this opportunity to thank everyone
who in any way was connected with last Saturday's
Invitational, from the word
of mouth promoters to
David Casey's parents for
use of their car.
I've got to admit that I'm
somewhat surprised at how
successfully it turned out
though. I mean, it seemed
like Jeff , David, Barbara
and I were running around
last
minute
making
arrangements right up until
... well .. the last minute.
First, one group said that
it couldn't come, then it
could, only to cancel at the
last minute after all the
publicity had been printed.
Other groups we attempted
to get either disbanded or
had previous arrangements.
It appeared that the fates
were against us.
If it
wasn't the Chapel it was
something else. It got to a
point where we'd get
together and wonder what

would go wrong next. But,
by some miracle we pulled
it off.
If it weren't for the invaluable aid of certain
individuals and groups,
however,
the
1981
Invitational would never
have come to pass. For
instance, Nora and Cultural
Life, Becca, Donna Curran I still don't believe you let
us do what we did to your
dorm - and, of, course, Dean
G. But , we owe our deepest
gratitude to you , the crowd all 400 of you. Without you,
there'd have been no reason
to sing.
Due to your
overwhelming enthusiastic
support, we have already
begun discussion about an
invitational
for
next
semester.
On
behalf
of
the
Mischords, the Miscellania,
the Whims and of course the
Eight and the 'ettes, I thank
you all for making it so
worthwhile.
Daniel T. Crocker
Colby Eight

More letters on Pages18 and 19
The ECHO encourages letters to the editor.
Letters must be received by Monday night before
•publication and must be signed , although the
author's name will be withheld upon request. All
editorials are the opinion of the editor only . Commentar ies are th e opin ion of th e aut h or only , and do
not necessarily reflect the opinion of the ECHO.
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honor
code, and
by
establishing
demanding
distribution requirements.
Before breaking their backs
implementing these ideas, I
think they should consider
the needs of the students
presently enrolled here.
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Honor codes way for §tudeniis to c^etFo! their own- destin y
by David M. Strage
Editor 's note : Dayid Strage is a member of the
Academic Honesty Subcommittee of tlie EPC. The
following statement however, is an individual's
opinion and is not intended to express the views of
the committee as a whole.
Last year's all-campus survey revealed that
academic dishonesty is a problem at Colby. The
survey indicated that there is an atmosphere at
Colby that is unhealthy, potentially contagious .and
contrary to the underlying principles of a liberal
arts education.

Commentary
College should be a place to_ learn through the
interchange of ideas. That interchange should be
challenging, liberating aj d fair. As the studen ts
are primarily responsible for creating the 'college
atmosphere,' it must surely be our responsibility to
induce a lasting change that is acceptable to all of
us.
There are two ways of reducing academic
dishonesty. The first is for the administration to
make and enforce stricter rules and regulations
concerning violations. This puts excessive pressure
on the faculty and creates an antagonism between
students, fa culty and administrators that this

Misdirected e ffor ts
irony of ironies - the menu
is the same at all three.
To be sure, the college'
must amortize its dormitories, and I do not deny
the college's right to ensure
full occupancy ; but I
the
seriously
question
contract with Seilers, which
forces students to pay for
meals they don't eat. If
Seilers cannot offer an
alternative meal plan , the n
the colleg e should consider
a catering, service that can .
Colby's next folly is the
refurbishing plan scheduled
to begin in 1983. To be sure,
most dorms are in need of
repair , ' 3_ut the college
seems unwilling to make
rea l improvements.
For a few extra dollars ,
" and
sinks
stoves,
refrigerators could be installed in some dorms , which woul d do a lot more
improving
towards
residential life than do
Sellers' special dinners .
Colby would still be a

To the Editor :

college can do without. If you think things are bad
now, you are only looking at the tip of a vast ad• ' _. 7
ministrative iceberg.
take
an
The alternative is for the student body^to
active role in trying to change the- current atmosphere of the college to one in which academic
dishonesty becomes unacceptable.
>
If we agree that such a change is necessary, then i :
it is very possible that a viable opportunity has just
presented itself on a silver platter. The Academic
Honesty Subcommittee of the Educational Policy
Committee recently submitted a proposal to the
EPC recommending that Colby adopt an honor
code. At long last, the Administration is giving us
the opportunity to demonstrate that we are indeed .
responsible" adults, not immature adolescents. It.
must surely be in our best interests, and in the Jongterm interests of the College 'as a whole, to consider •
this issue in the .coming months with as much
enthusiasm and dedication as we can muster. ¦
Initial reaction to an honor code conjures up
images of West Point Cadets and similar '.'big
brother police'-' intimidations, but life under an
honor code has numerous advantages that far¦: ¦¦¦
•'
'¦' "¦'¦
outweigh the disadvantages.
Penalties for academic dishonesty will be specific
rather than inconsistent and arbitrary . Under the
current system, for example, three students can be
caught for plagiariasm and suffer three different
consequences. Professor A can give student 1 an F
for the course, Professor B can give student 2 an F
for the paper , while Professor C tells student 3 to go
and rewrite the paper with no specific penalty. The
proposed honor code is not suggesting that one
residential college, and the
dorms would be amortized.
Those students unwilling to
cook could be given the
option of a meal plan.
As it. stands; the college is
in a very embarrasing
position of having invested
lots of money to build a new
dormitory while over 30
people were denied the right
to live off-campus. Instead
of trying to offer substantial
alternative
living
arrangements, the college is
adopting a kind of "love it
or leave it" policy. I hope
that students dissatisfied
with living arrangements
voice
their
will
dissatisfaction to the Dean
of Students, even though she
is powerless to make any
substantial changes .
Constructive ' criticism
from enough people will at
least get the ball rolling up
to the Board of Trustees.
What we don't need is a
committee to study the
pro blem.

I liked the comic strip last
week of the student making
a break for ' off-campus
housing
because
the
alternatives at Colby are
and
the
non-existent,
college's efforts to remedy
the situation are completely
misdirected.
' 'The
Heights " dormitory is a
good example of folly on the
school 's behalf. They hired
a hot shot architect to put
fa ncy lines on what remains
a conventional dormitory,
which was then given the
hyped name of "The
Heights ."
Sure the building was
completed in record time
and is functional , but it
offers nothing in the way of
I
cooking alternatives.
the
recognize
tha t
school has a contract with
Sellers which states tha t
every student in residence
at Colby be on a full , three
Philio Glouchevitch
meals per day, seven clays a
week meal plan. However , I
think that the school is
carrying its "alma mater "
role a little too far.
To the Editor :
bomb; three Vietnams in
Tho problem is that Colby
According to Richard A. one bomb!
explicitly proclaims that it Falk , writing
long are
the
in
the ' llow
is a residential college, magazine
Trans i t i on ," American people going to
"
although when 1 look at the November , 1979, when ' the accept the increasing risk of
quality of residential life at B-52 from an air base in accidental explosions of
muse at the North Carolina jettisoned a 'nuc lear weapons on our own
Colby ', I
iron y inherent • in the 24-mcgaton bomb near soil and tho increasing risk
as Goldsboro, North Carolina , of nuclear war involving our
school's philosophy
stated in the catalogue.
five of tlie six safety devices own cities , because of . our
the failed , triggering them- increasing production of
with
'Consistent '
philosophy of the college , selves as' the bomb fell. ' nuclear arms?
.responsibility is given each Only the one remainin g
During ; Freeze Nuclear
student in the determination device kept the weapon Arms Week (Novemb er 29
of the academic program from
a
thermonuclear lo December 5) , each of us,
aud in the regulation of explosion.
by signing the petition , to
social life and .daily living, "
The Hiroshima atomic Call a Halt lo the Nuclear
About the only regulation bomb wns the equivalent of Arms Race, can tell those in
of dirtily living encountered 13,000 tons ' of high ex- power that those risks are
by students living
on plos ives and the Nagasaki unacceptable,
.
oaiii pus is ' which dining hall bomb was the equivalent
' of
to oat in , an d ev en t h at '20,000 tons , That' s twelve Jane S, Birge
makes no difference , since - 'World War ITs in one Clergy and Laity 7
Concerned
"*-

No nukes, no risks

7-

^«

acion is preferable to another , it is , merely
suggesting that the penalty be consistent.
Students will be able to schedule their own
:exams. This could be done at the mutual conyenience of ..student and instructor and would
greatly alleviate the pressure of finals. Students
will no longer be faced with having to take two
finals in one day-or four in two days. :
v= y :' .. Faculty. ;mernbers< would not havei to 'proctor
exams, take-home exams may become more
frequent , and dry, repetitive courses will be phased
out.
These are only a few of the advantages of the
honor code, but there are so many aspects of an
honor system, both positive and negative, that can
be emphasized, it would be futile to try and detail
all oi them in such a short commentary.
. It is an issue that: must be taken up amongst
yourselves. In the coming months, you will be
hearing more and more about it and I urge you to
give it careful consideration and constructive
criticism. : An honor code is not something that can
be taken lightly. It has many crucial and farreaching implications that will affect not only you
but generations of Colby students to come.
The subcommittee's proposal is ; not a perfect
document and does not profess to be. It is a
framework, however,- around which we can
structure a policy that satisfies our needs and
works toward achieving our goal. Adopting an
honor " code, as we step into the mid-1980's, will show
that-we are willing to direct our own destiny rather
than sit back , and let it sink into the gutter of
academic dishonesty.

Affirmative action is a no-no

To Those in Power:

I find Colby's Affirmative
Action Program insulting.
Or, perhaps apa thetic and
self-fulfilling.
The insinuation that women and
minorities by definition are
unqualified and inadequate
is discouraging. Are we
really subordinate? Why the
aura of" sacrificial hiring?
Are academic women and
minorities by definition
single? Are those who are
married forced to adapt
their careers to their
husbands? Do educated
universally
minorities
perfer to live in cities? Can
we only survive in cultural
meccas? Are we tha t
fragile?
Colby should not blindly
"aim to provide" role
models for members • of
"these groups"; we should
aim on target. My ex-,
perience is that when I aim
at the goal in field hockey, I
have a much better chance

of being rewarded with a
goal. Why not a concerted
effort to attain "a balance?" What is "the" balance
anyway?
Where do we
draw, the line? . The implication is tha t "too.many "
women and minorities are
unnecessary . y .may be
even detrimental.
Affirmative Action is not a
sickly . debilitating disease
"pervading society."
Allow me to illustrate this
unfortunate conception of
wom en 's and minorities'
abilities. I know that about
twenty-five o f . us (some
have quietly graduated ) can
all remember when we
were
gathered
in
a
classroom at Colby and
were told that (and I quote)
"good qualified women go
to med school and lo law
school. The only ones we
can find are those at the
botto m of the barrel ,
Those that will never climb
that first rung on the ladder
of success , . ,and if we do

Who kicked my car?
To the person wearing size
boots
last
91. hiking
Thursday
evening:
Thank you for such innovative styling on my car;
the new addition of fender
curves certainly serves ' to
enhance , the car 's a l most
flawless , lines. .. ., 7
I truly feel .sorry for your
inability : lo ;deal with your
frustations in' a socially
acceptable wayy .-y Kicking
cars is not the answer to
alleviating
tension nnd
aggression. Have you tried
kicking a football or soccer
ball instead? You 'll find it
equally satisfying and more
socially rewarding,, It' s, not
easy to kick u car a round
with a couple of friends, but
a socc er ' ball is Utedlly
¦ ' ., ¦ ' ' . , : in-

find one they won't stay
long -- they'll get married
or go to med-law school, or
they'll move to a city where
they 're better off . . ..I'm
not sure * worn en deserve to
be equal."
\
' I'll never. , forget that
meeting. The words, still
haunt me.
, We were
defeated ,
speechless,
I
discriminated against.
always thought \ educated
women tended to raise
questions, not just babies .
I thought that society was.
committed to liberate opportunities for women. 1
thought society was ready
to tap women's potentials
and find our resevoir of
talent. I thought we were
equal.
It's too bad that only a
few are equal at best and
that we are mostly inferior.
I can te,H. ' your about a
woman professor I had at
Colby . once in my four
years. I .' thought she was
superb. It reminded me that
men do not have a
monopoly on ability .-women are capable of being
admired and respected for
their minds , too. I use
"reminded" because I tend
to; "forget" this fact when l
take courses in my two
majors, I guess all the
ta l ente d
women
an d
m i nor i t i es went to those law
schools; and those medical
schools. Or maybe they got
married instead. Or maybe
they;;needed that accessible
culture . to survive, Or
maybe Colby was hard to
ta ke. ' Or maybe Colby
hardly t^kes them.
Well, ' let's take n hare1
look at 3, Collby., Are ' "wc "
preserv i ng a "coll eg i ate
atmosphere of freedom and
liberation?" \ ' .

sulted to this task.
You may ' not realize it,
but you pre pari of a society
here at Colby,
Your
irresponsible actions harm
not only one - person but
others indirectly as well,
Each act • of vandalism
serves to escalate the intensity ' of tlie next' act until
6yen your possessions,7will
be unsafe, yUnless you can
redirect your frustrated and
aggressiye l behaviour to
more suitable ta rgets, I
y ou
seek
sug gest
psychiatric help.
'
A, $50 cash reward is
being offered to the person
who reveals the identity of
the car kicker to me,
Complete
confidentiality
Equally concerned ,
i gurtranteed .
,
. . - D0n Gallo '83 .\f ii(xh Manor
,7
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Opinion
Chalk one up f or
ECHO editorial p olicy

Guilt y until proven innoc ent ?
Tlie first insight I received as to the. real importance of tenure to college professors came in my
freshman English class. We were reading a
whodunit thriller by Issac Asimov that was set on a
college campus and dealt with chemistry, teaching,
tenure and, of course, murder. The protagonist of
the story was a primary suspect for the killing, and
one of the motives was believed to be an over"
whelming desire for tenure.
Now, I had heard of some bizarre murder motives
before. There was the Son of Sam killer who
murdered several young ladies in New York
because his dog told him to. And there was the little
girl in Texas who went on a shooting spree at her
school one morning because she hated Mondays.
But tenure? As a motive for murder?
As it turned out, the protagonist was not the
murderer, and tenure not the motive, but two years
later the thought doesn't seem quite so far-fetched
_
to me.

• . . our tenure system /
imp lies that teachers are
unworthy until p roven other wise
• gu ility until pr oven innocent , 9

Tenure assures a teacher of certain rights rights which, in my opinion, are vital in enabling
them to fully and freely practice their profession.
Tenured faculty are free to say and publish as they
please, without fear of losing their jobs. They can
vote as they please in departmental meetings. They
can operate - both in the classroom and in their
particular academic field - free from the onerous
pressure to produce. And they can criticize the
administrative mainstream.
Untenured professors are not granted such rights,
and can assume them only at the risk of unemployment. In addition, they can be fired for reasons
other than incompetence - economic factors or
administrative whim. Or they . can simply be
granted less privileges (e.g. heavier teaching
loads). While one would hope that Colby's administration is suffic iently open-minded and well
above such foolishness, the possibility remains that
a deviant faculty member could legally be
dismissed.

Third Floor

/ K ID!
' ,

So, understandably, these rights - reserved for
only some of the faculty - are important to
all.Consequently, an . atmosphere of competition
develops among nontenured faculty vying for
limited tenure positions, which open only when
tenured professors resign, retire, or pass away. In
addition, nontenured faculty might come to feel as
though someone is constantly looking over their
shoulders. Their motives are always suspect. Is soand-so doing such-and-such for the good of the
college, or to enhance his-her chance at tenure?
It can be described in a number of ways, but the
crux of the matter is this: as it stands now, junior
faculty members are more-or-less told that they
must prove themselves.worthy before they can
receive tenure. The implicit suggestion is that they
have no real stake to their j obs until they are
granted tenure. Instead of considering them worthy
of tenure until proven otherwise, our tenure system
implies that they are unworthy until proven
otherwise - guilty until proven innocent.
I do not advocate abolition of the tenure system.
There is little question that it is a necessary means
of rewarding, and retaining, good faculty members.
Nor do I advocate tenure and job stability for all
faculty members. Certainly there must be a
mechanism for protection against hiring
"mistakes." Indeed, until recently, I didn't know
exactly what it is that I do advocate.
But a suggestion that I read recently in a
prof essional journal seems to me to make sense.
That suggestion is first to be very careful in the
original faculty selection process. After that choice
is made, however, an obligation is implicit, and the
administration should make efforts to demonstrate
to new and juni or faculty members their jobs are
secure unless they prove unworthy of them.
This means equal distribution of teaching
privileges, and equal distribution of all rights, short
of job security . It means making all faculty-not
just the tenured members - feel "at home" at
Colby. Before guaranteeing job security an
evaluation period should be allowed, but only as an
extra precaution.
The bottom line is that the faculty - tenured or
nontenured - should be provided a reasonable atmosphere (i.e. equal rights) in which to provide a
good education for the students. After all, isn't that
what they 're here for?
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To the Editor:

derground presses? Ever
asked why such means of
expression flourished in
times of limited civil
liberty?
As to your negative
opinion of the ECHO'S
editorial policy, I obviously
do not agree. The ECHO
does what it should: it offers to all a chance to express
their viewpoint,
leaving to the reader the
choice to accept or reject.

Professor Sandy Maisel is
absolutely
correct.
Criticism
should
be
possible, above board and
not anonymous. That is,
however, the stuff dreams
are made of. Come now,
Sandy, as a political
scientist - of all people you should know better than
to confuse fact and fiction.
Can absolute open expression exist in an employer-employee relation- Open-mindedly yours,
ship? And by the way, have Guy T. Filosof
you ever heard of un- Professor of French

Birge remembered
Jo the Editor:

As it should be a duty for
us to think of a speaker who
Among
the
an- will be able to express in
nouncements in today's the best way our beloved
ECHO, there is one that professor 's human love and
every junior and senier who his belief
in human
had the opportunity to have capability to overcome the
a class with Prof. Kingsley disappointment
the
Birge should notice and messengers of doom bring,
consider.
it should also be a duty to
For many of us who were consider our own stand
enlightened
by
his among the world affairs.
humanistic approach to And it will be that stand, its
both evil and good, to past power and glory, that will
and future, it is the time to start the slow change in
think, in his name, where value structures of the
we are now. It is the time world societies to prevent
now to realize why Sadat the next atrocity from
was murdered,.why AWACs occuring on this world.
will be sold and why
, Solidarity will be stopped.
Prof. Birge showed us the
More important than that,
still, it is our time to think steep path to the mountain
what our individual and of humanity; he gave us
societal roles are in the directions to reach to the
being
happenings on this world. summit without
We must make value distracted by the cheap
judgments, as Prof. Birge thrills of the material or the
lias taught us, yet be indoctrinated world; now it
flexible at the same time, is our time to walk , as the
as he has .proven with his whole group, with the sole
, open mindedness. In that ideology of human love.
balance, in that harmony,
i lies the justice of human
Haluk Gokham Nural
existence.
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Tea m spirit bri ghtens hockey
and basketball aren as
by Jennifer Beever

-z.lt hadn't been able to supply both labor and materials.
"We 'all helped-everyone tried to put in 5 and 8
hours," said Brian McGrath, a co-captain of the hockey
team.McGrathwas pleased with the outcome, both in the
appearance of the rink and in the team spirit that'the
project created, and said, "All the freshmen got to know
the upperclassmen before skating started. It's good for
team spirit. "
Mickey Goulet, men's hockey coach, approved of the
project , and mentioned that the team started work on
September 3 and set a deadline of October 1. "Some
players were in unto midnight on Friday nights painting
in the rink," said Goulet. "It took a lot of time, and it
looks beautiful. They did a super job." /
In the same spirit, the basketball teams worked on
painting the- bleachers in the gym. The team captain,
Bob Patience, said of his team's project, "It was early
in the morning, and people weren't too psyched about
that, but we got it done."
Lee Spalding, B and G Maintenance Supervisor,
estimated that painting the hockey rink cost close to
$2000, but only for materials. He projected that painting
the gym, including the bleachers and the walls, will
probably run about $1500 for materials and $1000 for B
and G's labor costs.
In addition, during summer maintenance work,
Spalding said, B and G replaced about 600 window
blocks above the hockey rink. He estimated that the
project cost $3000.
One squash court has also been repaired-and painted
this fall, and B and G has plans to start work on another
one soon. They hope to renovate "two or three courts
each year," said Spalding.
Spalding also complemented the savings realized from
student participation in the projects. "They did a fantastic job out there," he said. "It really turned out
nice."

Sports at Colby should have a brighter season this
winter due to the newly painted hockey rink, basketball,
courts and the spirited efforts of the teams that use
them.
The old, multi-colored hockey arena has been subdued
with Colby colors; the bleachers are light gray, and the
walls are blue andj . white.
In the gym, the basketball bleachers nave been
painted light gray also, while Buildings and Grounds
will be working on the walls.
Student participation was at the core of both painting
operation as the men's and women's hockey and
basketball teams supplied the labor that B and G
couldn't
afford *
The hockey players put in a spirited effort to paint the
walls, bleachers, and part of the floor surrounding the
rink once the administration had approved their
proposal to flo the work themselves.
Previously Captains from "both men's and women 's
hockey teams .wrote letters to the Colby administration,
suggesting that they would do the painting if materials
could be supplied by B and G. In the past years, B and

B & G Workers begin to paint (Photo by MarkAvery)
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